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To prevent fire or shock hazard, do not 
expose the unit to rain or moisture. 

9 CAUTION 
RISK O F  ELECTRIC SHOCK 1 DO NOT OPEN I A 

CAUTION : TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, 

DO NOT REMOVE COVER (OR BACK). 

NO USERSERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE. 

REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED SERVICE PERSONNEL. 

L 

This symbol is intended to alert the user 
to the presence of uninsulated 
"dangerous voltage" within the product's 
enclosure that may be of sufficient 
magnitude to constitute a risk of electric 
shock to persons. 

This symbol is intended to alert the user 
to the presence of important operating 
and maintenance (servicing) instructions 
in the literature accompanying the 
appliance. 

CAUTION: 
TO PREVENT ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO NOT USE THIS 
POLARIZED AC PLUG WITH AN EXTENSION CORD, 
RECEPTACLE OR OTHER OUTLET UNLESS THE BLADES 
CAN BE FULLY INSERTED TO PREVENT BLADE 
EXPOSURE. 

INFORMATlON 
This equipment pneratas and uses radio frequency m r g y  
and If not I d e d  and wcsd propefiy, that is, in &rbt 
~ o ~ o r d a ~  with the m n u f a u r & ~  tnstruciionar, may causg 
Interference to radb and t&wbian ramptiom. It has been 
type tested and found to c-y with the limits #or a Clam 
B computing device in accordance wfth the specMmtfan@ in 
Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC Rules, whbh are dmigned to 
provide reasonable protection against such interference in a 
rmictentkl installatbn. However, them fs no guarantee that 
interf~mce will not occur in a particular installation. 
If thb equipment U w  came inWhmnm to radb or 
ttdWoion reception, which can tie determined by turning thw 
equipment off and on, the user is encouregd W try to 
correct the interfereme by one of more of ttm fallowrfng 
measures: 
-reorient this receiving antenna 
-relocate this equipment wlth reepwt to the receiver 
-move this equipment away from the recelvsr 
-plug this equipment into a different outlet so Wt 

equipment and receiver are on different branch circufts. 
If naeessary, the uaer should consult the dealer a an 
experienced radioltelevision technician for additional 
suggwtlons. The user may find the following booklet 
prepared by the Federal Communicatlons Commission 
helpful: 
"How to Identify and Resolve RadieTV Interfmme 
FTobbms". This booklet is available from the U.S. 
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 204E2, Stuck 
No. 00Q(XIOQ03454. 



PRECAUTIONS FEATURES 

Before operating, check that the operating power 
voltage and frequency of the unit are identical with 
those of your local power supply. 
Should any solid object or liquid fall into the cabinet, 
unplug the unit and have it checked by qualified 
personnel before operating it any further. 
One blade of the plug is wider than the other for the 
purpose of safety and will fit into the power outlet only 
one way. If you are unable to insert the plug fully into 
the outlet, contact your dealer. 
Unplug the unit from the wall outlet if it is not to be 
used for an extended period of time. To disconnect the 
cord, pull it out by the plug. Never pull the cord itself. 

I On Installation I 
Allow adequate air circulation to prevent internal heat 
build-up. 
Do not place the unit on surfaces (rugs, blankets, etc.) 
or near materials (curtains, draperies) that may block the 
ventilation slots. 
Do not install the unit near heat sources such as 
radiators or air ducts or in a place subject to direct 
sunlight, excessive dust, mechanical vibration or shock. 
The unit is designed for operation in a horizontal 
position. Do not install it in an inclined position. 
Keep the unit and cassette tapes away from equipment 
with strong magnets, as for example a microwave oven 
or a large loudspeaker. 
Do not place any heavy object on the unit. 

operation I 
When the unit is not in use, turn the power off to 
conserve energy and to extend its useful life. 
Remove and store video cassettes after recording or 
playback. 
Store cassettes in their cases and keep them in an 
upright position to prevent intrusion of dust and uneven 
winding. 

Clean the cabinet, panel and controls with a dry soft cloth, 
or a soft cloth lightly moistened with a mild detergent 
solution. 
Do not use any type of solvent, such as alcohol or benzine, 
which might damage the finish. 

pmMngI 
Do not throw away the carton and packing materials. 
They make an ideal container in which to transport the 
unit. When shipping the unit to another location, repack it 
as illustrated on the carton. 
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PROFESSIONAL-QUALITY EDITING I 

- 

The twin aylng erase heads eliminate color streaks and 
blurs which were conventionally cawed by continuous 
recordings or insert editings. 
The tape counter with frame Wts displayed on the 
monitor screen allows an accurate search of editing 
points. 
AutomaticassmMeedlt lngofupto8~is 
possible. 
The CONTROL T jack allows highly accurate preroll 
editing by connecting another SL-HF1000. 

OUTSTANDING PICTURE AND SOUND QUALITY 

The 6.0 MHz Super Heeand mudng in lBIs mode 
allows recording of signal information in detail for high 
picture quality. 
The DA (Double Admuth) PRO 4 head reduces noise in 
Betascan mode. 

Data smm-The information of timer programs, editing 
points, etc. are displayed on the monitor screen for easy 
presetting and checking. 
The rrnnainhg tape counter indicates the length of 
recording or playback time possible from the actual point 
on the tape to its end. 
TimeseardrfiAlctknpmvidedtoadvanoeorrewindthe 
tape automatically to the desM point by assignating the 
time. 
Tstle recordkrg and insert herdkns provided to reoord or 
insert up to 8 titles mated and stored in memory, as well 
as the tape counter, date and clock dlsplay. 
The mu- Renlote Commander controls d m t  
all functions of the VCR, and can also be used with other 
Sony remote control VCRs end TVs. 

WHAT IS BETA HI-FI RECORDINQ? 

In conventional recording, audio signals are recorded on 
the audio track and video signals on the video track In 
Beta hi-fi recording, audio signals are recorded on the 
video track together wlth the video signals using 2 
rotary video heads. 
The Beta hi-fi audio signals are frequencymodulated 
and recorded on 2 channels, so that you can record a 
stereo program with sound quality far superior to that of 
the conventional audio recording. 

Beta hi-fi recording pattern on the video tape 
Conventional audio track - (monaural) 

SllE Video + audio FM track 

Control track 

In Beta hi-fi recording mode, this recorder records audio 
signals on the video track (Beta hi-fi recording) and on 
the conventional audio track at the same time, so that 
these tapes can also be played back on any ordinary 
video cassette recorder without a Beta hl-fi system. 



LOCATION AND FUNCTION OF PARTS AND CONTROLS 
For details on the use of each control, refer to the pages 
indicated in the black circles (a). 

Remote sensor ..- TVIVTR button and VTR 
indicator 

REC LEVEL (recording level) controls 

Cassette compartment Display wlndow 
(See page 6.) 

Tuning compartment 

f ,  Playback indicators 

+ EJECT button - 
POWER switch - 
and indicator I 

SuperBeta 
indicator 

'121 SHUTTLE rina 

HEADPHONES 
. 

jack and LEVEL 
control 

Beta hi-fl indicator d 
f 

a 

peak program meter # % Tape transport buttons 

EDIT indicator TAPE RETURN button 

COUNTERIREMAIN button COUNTER RESET button 



REC LEVEL controls Q 
Adjust the recording level when the BETA HI-FI switch 
is set to ON. Normally keep these controls at the center 
detent position [5]. 

& W ECT button 
Press to eject the cassette. 
This button does not function 'during recording. 

SuperBeta indicator 
Lights when the SUPER BETA switch is set to ON. 
When recording in mIs mode, the indicator lights up to 
show mIs recording, regardless of the position of the 
SUPER BETA switch. 

HEADPHONES jack and LEVEL control 
Connect stereo headphones (with a stereo phone plug) 
to the HEADPHONES jack. The volume can be adjusted 
with the LEVEL control. 

Beta hi-fi indicator 
Lights during recording with the BETA HI-FI switch at 
ON. When playing back a Beta hi-fi recorded tape, the 
indicator lights up regardless of the position of the 
BETA HI-FI switch. 

Peak program meter 
Shows the peak input level of the right and left 
channels during Beta hi-fi recording. 

EDIT indicator 
Lights when the EDIT switch is set to ON. 

COUNTERIREMAIN button 0 
Press to change the tape counter display to the 
approximate recording or playback time remaining on 
the tape. 

TVMR button and VTR indiator 
Press to watch the progam selected on the recorder so 
that the button lights up (VTR mode). To watch a 
different TV program while recording another, press this 
button again so that the light goes off. 

REC switch 
Slide to the right to start recording. 

Playback indicators 
Indicate the direction of playback (including various 
playback modes and playback pause mode). 
4: Reverse direction 
[I : Playback pause mode. When this indicator lights, 

the JOG dial and SHUlTLE ring can be operated. 
b: Forward direction 

SHUTTLE ring 
When this ring is turned and held during the playback 
pause mode, you can play back the tape at various 
speeds, 1110 or 115 normal speed, normal speed, double 
speed, or Betascan speed. The more it is turned, the 
faster the playback will be. 

JOG dial 
Turn to select the channels. 
When this dial is turned during the playback pause 
mode, the picture will be played back at a speed 
according to the speed you are turning the dial. 
This dial is also used for setting date and clock, 
presetting timer recordings and creating titles. 

PUSH OPEN button 
Press this button to open the drawer. For the controls 
inside the drawer, see page 10. 

Channelltimer +I- buttons 
Press to select the channels, to set the date, clock or 
timer program and to create titles. Press + to advance 
and - to reverse. 

INDEX button 0 
Used for the index scan or index search operation. 

 ape transport buttons 
44 REW (rewind), b PLAY, w FF (fast-forward), 
STOP, I I1H4 PAUSEISTILL 

P TAPE RETURN button 
In the stop mode, press this button to advance or 
rewind the tape to the counter zero point. 

COUNTER RESET button 
Press to reset the tape counter to "OHOOMOOS'and 
"0:00:0090" on the TV screen. 



0 Automatic editing mode indicator 
0 Week indicator 
@ Appears when the starting time of a timer recording or 

the startlng point of the automatic editing is displayed. 
Appears when the date is displayed. 

Q Indicates the editing mode: ASSEM (assembly editing), 
A INSERT (audio insert), V INSERT (video insert), T 
INSERT (title insert) 

0 Channel number or the L1 (line 1)/12 (line 2) input 
indicator 

O CATV (cable TV) indicator 
@ Date, starting time of a timer recording, starting point of 

the automatic editing, tape counter or remaining time 
counter 

fj Appears during timer setting or checking. "TIMER REC 
will appear when a timer recording is activated. 

8 Appears during recording. 
0 Channel of the stereo program 
0 Input mode indicators 

@ EE mode* indicator 
0 Day-of-the-week indicator 
0 Appears when the remaining time counter is displayed. 
49 Timer program number for timer-activated recording, 

index number for index searching or scanning, or scene 
number for automatic assemble editing 

0 Index scan or index search indicator 
0 Tape speed indicator 

Indicates that a cassette is inserted. 
0 Appears when the ending time of a timer recording or 

the ending point of the automatic editing is displayed. 
Q Appears when the current time is displayed. 
0 Dayaf-theweek indicator 

Current time, ending time of a timer recording, or ending 
point of the automatic editing 

0 SAP (Second Audio Program) indicator 

*EE (Electmnic~tcbElectmnics) mode: The input signals (wMch are not 
the signals recorded on the tape) are displayed on the monitor screen. 



Tuning compartment 

W M  AAND . M( IDE 

e .  m+w- r c l h b l c r  -,z . -=L> a 

@ COMMAND MODE decbr @ 
To remotely control this VCR with the supplied 
Remote Commander, set this selector to the same 
position as that on the Remote Commander. 

@ m ~ b u t t o n @  
0 AUTO STEREO switch 

Normally set to ON. When the signal is weak on a 
particular channel, set to OFF. 
RF UNIT S&CW @ 

@ CAWINOM (normal) dectm @ 
0 E W E  button @I 
O STILL A N  (rmm picture adjustnmnt) control @ 



I ~ n s ~  the front panel 1 

BETA HI-FI button 

MPX FILTER (multiplex filter)/ 
PCM selector 

BLACK SCREEN switch 

LINE IN 2 AUDIO jacks LECT (REMAIN) switch 
(phone type) 

LlNE IN 2 VIDEO jack OUTLET selector 
(Won0 type) 

M E  jack TRACKING controls 

NORMAL AUDIO selector 

m1 s SHB  IS Super Hi-Band) switch 2 k AUDIO MONITOR U R  button 

l AUDIO MONITOR BETA 
HI-FIIMIXINORM selector 



EDlT button @ 
Normally keep this button at OFF (i.e. the EDlT indicator 
is off). When editing a tape onto another recorder, press 
the button so that the EDlT indicator lights. 

SUPER BWA button @ 
Normally keep this button at ON (i.e. the SuperBeta 
indicator lights). 

BWA HI-FI button 
Normally set this button to ON for highquality Beta hi-fi 
recording (i.e. the Beta hi-fi indicator lights). To record 
only in the conventional system, press the button so 
that the indicator goes off. 

MPX FlLTERlPCM selector 
When making a recording other than regular TV 
recordings, set the selector as follows: 
OFF: For recording the sound from a record player or a 

compact disc player 
ON: For recording FM radio broadcast programs 

(If your FM tuner is provided with an MPX filter, set 
this selector to OFF.) 

PCM: For PCM recording and playback 

Note 
Regardless of the setting of this selector, TV programs 
are automatically recorded in MPX FILTER ON mode. 

BLACK SCREEN switch @ 
Normally set to OFF. When recording a title with a 
black background, set to ON. 

TAPE SELECT (REMAIN) switch @ 
Set this switch according to the length of the tape 
being used. 
L500: For L-500 cassette tape 
L750: For L-750 cassette tape 
L830: For L-830 cassette tape 
If this switch is not set appropriately for above listed 
tapes, the correct remaining recordinglplayback time 
cannot be obtained. 
For L-125 and L-250 cassettes, any position will do. 

AC OUTLW selector 
SW (switckll The AC OUTLET on the rear is 

controlled by the front panel POWER switch. 
UNSW (unswitched): The AC OUTLET is not controlled 

by the POWER switch and always supplies AC 
power. 

MIC jack (mini type) 
Connect a microphone to record the sound from this 
microphone on the conventional audio track. 

SHARPNESS control 
Use to adjust the sharpness of the picture if necessary. 
Normally set the control at the center detent position. 

@ mIs SHB switch @ 
Set to ON to obtain better quality recording in IBIS 
mode. 

bEJ TRACKING controls 
Normally keep these controls at the center detent 
position. Turning either of these controls may help clear 
possible streaks on the screen especially for tapes 
recorded on other VCRs. 
NORMAL: For normal and double speed playback. 
SLOW: For slow speed playback by turning the JOG 

dial or SHUTTLE ring, x115 and x1110 speed playback, 
and freeze picture. 

NORMAL AUDIO selector 
Select the sound to be recorded on the conventional 
audio, track. Normally set to MAIN. To record SAP 
(Second Audio Program), set to SAP. 

AUDIO MONITOR UR button 
Select the channel(s) of the Beta hi-fi sound to be 
monitored so that the desired indicator appears in the 
display window. 
STEREO: To monitor in stereo mode 
L: To monitor the L (left) channel of a stereo program 
R: To monitor the R (right) channel of a stereo program 

AUDIO MONITOR BWA HI-FIIMIXINORM selector 
Select the sound to be monitored. 
BWA HI-FI: Normally set to this position for Beta hi-fi 

sound 
MIX: To monitor the sound recorded on both the video 

track in Beta hi-fi and the conventional audio track 
NORM: To monitor the sound recorded on the 

conventional audio track only 



QUICK TIMER button 3 f CHECKIPAGE button 

REC MODE (recording mode) button - 
INPUT SELECT button * 

I -  

CLEAR button - 
CLOCK SET button 

I 

TIMER SET button 

1 BACK button r" 
f NEXT button 

(timer recording) button 

J INDEX MARK and ERAS buttons 

INSERT AUDIO and VIDEO buttons 

TITLE INSERT button # 

DATA SCREEN button d 

9 EDIT MARK button L 48 EDlT START button d 
50 EDlT ASSEMBLE button L 

button 



134) QLllCK TIMER button @ 
Press to start a quick timer recording and then set the 
duration of the recording. 

REC MODE button @ 
Press to select the recording tape speed, mIs, mII or 
mm. 
The playback speed will be set automatically regardless 
of the setting of this button. 

INPUT SELECT button 
Press to select the program to be recorded so that the 
desired input mode indicator appears in the display 
window. 
TUNER: For recording TV programs 
SIMUL: For recording the sound from LlNE IN 1 AUDIO 

and the picture of TV program (FM simulcast 
recording) 

LlNE L1 (line 1) For recording signals from LINE IN 1 
VlDEOlPCM and AUDIO 

LlNE L2 (line 2) For recording signals from LlNE IN 2 
VlDEOlAUDlO inside the front panel 

CLEAR button @ @ 
Press to clear the timer setting or erase a character 
during title creating. 

CLOCK SET button 
Press to start the setting of the date and current time. 

CHECKIPAGE button 
Press to check the contents of the preset timer 
programs and the starting and ending points of the 
automatic assemble editing. This button is also used for 
checking the titles created. 

TIMER SET button @ 
Press to start the setting or resetting of timer programs. 

a BACK button 
Press to go back to the item previously set during date, 
clock or timer setting, automatic assemble editing or 
title creating. 

NEXT button 
Press to advance to the next item to be set during date, 
clock or timer setting, automatic assemble editing or 
title creating. 

TIMER REC button @ 
Press to activate the timer recording. 

INDEX MARK and ERASE buttons @@ 
Press MARK to mark an index signal at the desired 
point on a tape during recording or playback. To erase a 
prerecorded index signal, locate the index signal and 
press the ERASE button. 

INSERT AUDIO and VIDEO buttons @ @ 
Use to "insert" a new recording onto a portion of a 
recorded tape. 
AUDIO: To insert sound on the conventional audio track 
VIDEO: To insert picture andlor Beta hi-fi sound on the 

video track 

TITLE INSERT button @ @ 
Use for creating titles and recording them. (Title insert 
operation) 

DATA SCREEN button 
The channel number, tape operation mode, tape 
counter, index function, display for setting and checking 
timer recording programs and display for automatic 
editing are displayed on the TV or monitor screen 
together with a picture. To turn off the display, press 
this button. To resume the display, press it again. 

EDlT START button @ @ 
Press to start the automatic assemble editing or 
automatic audiolvideo insert operation. 

EDlT MARK button @ @ 
Use to mark the starting and ending points for the 
automatic assemble editing and automatic audiolvideo 
insert operation. Locate the desired editing point and 
press this button. 

EDlT ASSEMBLE button @ 
Press to set the unit to automatic assemble editing 
mode. 

EE button 
During tape playback, keep this button pressed to 
momentarily view and listen to the TV program received 
by the built-in tuner or the program input from the LlNE 
IN 1 or LlNE IN 2 jacks. When the button is released, 
the playback picture will return on the TV screen. 



I Rear 1 

- 
,'- 

a CONTROL T connector % f -@ CONTROL S IN jack 

CONTROL L connector % r pJ CONTROL S OUT jack 

VHFIUHF OUT connector (F type) \ 
AC OUTLET 

VHFlUHF IN connector (F type) 

t;, - -  

CAMERA REMOTE J T 
AC power cord 

IN jack . . 
h - " ' 

LlNE OUT VlDEOlPCM jack 
(phone type) 

CAMERA REMOTE d LINE OUT AUDIO jacks (phono type) 
OUT (EDIT) jack 

i :. 

LINE IN 1 AUDIO jacks & ,. .+.- > @ MONITOR OUT VlDEOlPCM jack 
(phone type) 

LINE IN 1 VlDEOlPCM jack J % 160) MOlNlTOR OUT AUDIO jacks 
(phone type) 

?+ 

I La 



CONTROL T jack (stereo mini type) @@ 
Connect to the CONTROL T jack of another SLLHF1000 
for automatic editing. 

CONTROL L connector (spin DIN) @ 
Connect to the CONTROL L connector of other Sony 
products for various systematic operations. 

Note 
Do not connect equipments to the CONTROL T jack 
and the CONTROL L jack simultaneously. This may 
cause malfunction of the equipments. 

CONTROL S IN jack (mini type) @ 
Connect to the CONTROL S output jack of other Sony 
products for various systematic operations. 

CONTROL S OUT jack (mini type) @ 
Connect to the CONTROL S input jack of other Sony 
products for automatic assemble editing and other 
systematic operations. 

AC OUTLET @ 
Supplies AC power to video or audio equipment. 

CAMERA REMOTE IN jack (special mini type) @ 
When recording with a video camera, connect the Sony 
HVA-220 AC adaptor to this jack. 

CAMERA REMOTE OUT (EDIT) jack (special mini type) @ 
Connect to the CAMERA PAUSE or CAMERA PAUSE IN 
jack of another Sony VCR for editing. 

MONITOR OUT VlDEOlPCM jack (phono type) 
Connect to the video input of a color monitor, TV, 
another VCR or PCM digital audio processor. The data 
for the "Data Screen" display are output from this jack. 

MONITOR OUT AUDIO UR jacks (phono type) 
Connect to the audio inputs of a color monitor, TV, 
another VCR or stereo system. 



I Remote Commander RMT-148 

TAPE REMAIN button EE button 

COUNTER RESET button m ~ e m o t e  control TVlVTR selector 

INDEX MARK and ERASE buttons DATA SCREEN button 

Transmitter 1 - MUTING button 

TIME SEARCH button - 
Command mode selector 

EJECT button 

Number buttons and 
ENTER button 

INPUT SELECT button 

7 
411 and IIbFRAME 
buttons 

@variable speed playback - 
buttons 

TAPE RETURN button 

INDEX button 

Tape transport buttons 
11 PAUSE, PLAY, 44 REW, 
bb FF, STOP 

r - VOL (volume) +I- buttons 

- POWER switch 

r TIMERICH (channel) +I- buttons 

Buttons for timer mcordlng 
QUICK TIMER, TIMER REC ONIOFF, 
TIMER SET, CHECKIPAGE, CLEAR 

NEXT button 
BACK button 

REC (record) buttons 2 

- AUDIO, VIDEO and TITLE INSERT 
buttons 

- EDIT ASSEMBLE, MARK and 

~ ~ , " , " ~ ~ ~ v ~ E R  function button 
and indicator -m REC MODE (timer recording 
mode) button 

-SHUTTLE ring 

-JOG dial 

I Battery compartment (rear) 

AUTO PB (auto play) button JOGSHUTTLE function button 
and indicator 



Transmitter 
Point the transmitter toward the remote sensor on the 
VCR. 

TIME SEARCH button 0 
Press to start setting the time for which you want to 
advance or rewind the tape automatically (time search 
operat ion). 

Command mode selector @ 
Select the command mode of the equipment you want 
to operate with the Commander. To operate this VCR, 
set to the same position as that of the COMMAND 
MODE selector inside the tuning compartment of the 
VCR. 

Number buttons and ENTER button @a 
Use for selecting channels. After pressing the digits of 
the desired channel one by one, press ENTER. 
The number buttons are also used for setting the time 
for the time search function. 

411 and IIb FRAME buttons 
In freeze picture mode, press 411 to reverse the picture 
by one frame, and IIb to advance the picture by one 
frame (stop-action advance picture). If the button is kept 
depressed, the picture moves continuously. These 
buttons are also used to select the direction of 
playback. Press 411 for reverse picture, and IIb for 
forward picture. 

Variable speed playback buttons 
During playback, press one of these buttons to select 
the desired playback speed. 
W 4  (freeze picture), ~1110, x115, xi ,  x2, SCAN (for 
BetaScan picture) 

REC buttons 
To start recording, press these buttons simultaneously. 

AUTO PB button 
Press to play back a tape automatically from the 
beginning of the tape after rewinding. 

Remote catrol TVArrR selector 
Normally set to VTR for operating the recorder. To 
operate certain Sony TVs, set to TV. 

REC MODE button 
Press to select the recording mode of timer recordings. 
This button only operates during timer setting. 

JOGSHUTTLE function button and indicator 
Press this button when using the JOG dial and 
SHUTTLE ring for various speed playback. 

The other buttons on the Commander have the same 
function as the buttons on the VCR with the similar 
name or mark. 
Some of the buttons on the Commander can be used to 
operate certain Sony remote control TVs. See page 29. 

CHANNEUTIMER function button and indicator 
Press this button when using the JOG dial for timer 
setting, channel selection or title creating. 



Before making cormections 
Turn off the TV. 
Do not connect the AC power cord to a wall outlet until 
all the connections of the video cassette recorder and 
the TV have been completed. 
Make connections firmly. Loose connections may cause 
a distorted picture. 

ANTENNAICABLE AND TV CONNECTION 
Disconnect the TV antenna cables from the TV receiver 
and connect them to the recorder. Then connect the 
recorder and the TV. 

ComMnatlon VHFlUHF antenna 

Most combination antennas are equipped with a UN  band 
separator (signal splitter). Take off the separator and 
connect the cable directly to the recorder. 

Use the removed separator to connect the recorder and the 
TV. 

VHFlUHF 
TV 

75ohm coaxial cable * (supplied) 

If you need a separator or a complete antenna system, 
consult your Sony dealer or a qualified technician. 

*Use an optional RFCB extension cable, 8 m (25 ft) long, if the supplied 
750hrn coaxial cable is not long enough. 



I VHF antenna I 

VHFIUHF 
IN OUT 

Antenna connector 
(supplied) 

1 Attach an optional EAG66 U N  band separator to the 
VHFIUHF OUT connector of the recorder. 

2 Connect the separator to the VHF and UHF antenna 
terminals of the TV. 



When both VHF and UHF antennas are connected 

1 Attach an optional EAC66 UN band separator (mixer) to 
the VHFIUHF IN connector of the recorder. 

2 Connect the antennas to the U N  band separator. 
3 Aattach another optional UN band separator to the 

VHFIUHF OUT connector of the recorder. 
4 Connect it to the VHF and UHF antenna terminals of 

the TV. 

When a TV has a 7- UHFNHF ardenna twnlnal 
Easy connection of the recorder to the TV can be made 
with the supplied 75ohm coaxial cable regardless of the 
types of antenna. 

Cau#on 
Connections between the recorder VHFIUHF OUT 
connector and the antenna terminals of a TV receiver 
should be made only as shown in these Instructions. 
Failure to do so may result in operation that violates the 
regulations of the Federal Communications Commission 
regarding the use and operation of rf devices. 
Never connect the wtput of the recorder to an antenna 
or make simultaneous (parallel) antenna and recorder 
connections at the antenna terminals of your receiver. 

Once the connections explained above have been made, 
the antenna TV signals, as well as the signal from the 
recorder, will be fed to the TV and you can view TV 
programs in the usual way. 

Note 
Keep the VCR away from the TV, if the display or sound 
is affected. 



piiiz] 
We recommend you to consult your cable company to 
make sure that the cable is properly connected. 

VHFIUHF 
. IN OUT TV 

F-type connector 

CATV 750hm coaxial cable 750hm coaxial cable (supplied) 

When a W is not a cable W compatible type 
Connect the cable N channel converter between the 
recorder and the 7V so that you can watch another cable 
N program while recording one cable TV program. 

VHFIUHF 
IN OUT 

CATV 750hm coaxial cable 75ohm coaxial cable (supplied) a 

Note to CAW system installer in the U . U .  
This reminder is provided to call the cable N system 
installer's attention to Article 8D22 of the NEC that 
provides quidelines for proper grounding and, in particular, 
specifies that the cable ground shall be connected to the 
grounding system of the building, as close to the point of 
cable entry as practical. 



30Mhrn twin lead 

Connect the lead-in wire. 

CONNECTING A COLOR MONITOR - 

To obtain a betterquality picture, connect a color montior, 
such as the Sony-Profeel Trinitron Component TV. 
When a component TV is comMned with the speaker 
system as Illustrated, you can enjoy tapes recorded with 
Beta hi-fi stereo. 

To use a component TV tuner together with the monitor, 
make the same connection as in the case of the recorder 
and the convertional TV receiver described on pages 16,17 
and 18. 
For details on the connection of the TV tuner and the 
monitor, refer to the instruction manual of the TV tuner. 

Component TV 

to MONITOR OUT 

Connecting cord (supplied) 



CONNECTING A TV EQUIPPED WITH VlDEOlAUDlO INPUT JACKS 

With the following connection, the picture and sound To view the playback picture, set the TVNIDEO input 
quality will be better than that when the TV is connected 
only to the VHFIUHF OUT terminal on the VCR. 

TVlVlDEO input selector 

Connecting cord (supplied) 

To cancel the automatic TVNTR mode selection of this 
VCR 
This VCR is preset at the factory so that it will be 
automatically set to VTR mode when playback starts. To 
cancel this function, proceed as follows: 
1 Turn off the VCR. 
2 Keeping the TVIVTR button depressed, press the 

POWER switch. 
The TVlVTR button blinks and the function is cancelled. 

When playing back a tape, press TVNTR to set to VTR 
mode. 

To resume the automatic TVNTR mode selection, repeat 
steps 1 and 2 



You can enjoy tapes recorded with Beta hi-fl stereo when 
the recorder is connected to your audio system. 

Signal flow 

Connecting cord 

to auxiliary Inputs 

Ill Stereo amplifier, receiver, etc. 

To record audio signals from your audio system 
You can record from an audio source such as an FM tuner, The audio system can also be connected to the front panel 
CD player, with the Beta hi-fi system without recording LINE IN 2 AUDIO jacks. This connection is convenient for 
video signals. temporary use. 

Connecting cord (supplied) 

to LlNE IN 1 AUDIO 

Amplifier FM tuner 

Notes 
If the VCR is installed near a tuner or a radio, noise 
may be heard In AM reception. In this case, keep the 
VCR away from the tuner or the radio, adjust the AM 
antenna for minimum nolse, or connect an external 
AM antenna to the tuner. 

Before connecting or disconnecting the power cord 
of the VCR, be sure to turn off the connected 
amplifier. 



POWER CONNECTION 
- - ~- 

LET 

The AC OUTLET on the rear panel provides a convenient 
AC power source for other video or audio equipment 
whose power consumption is under 200 watts. 

Select the runction of the AC OUTtET with the AC 
OUTLET selector inside the front panel. 

Set to SW to switch on and off the power supply from t , k  
AC OUTLET with the front panel POWER switch. Set to 
UNSW so that the power is supplied even when the 
POWER switch is turned off. 

Caution 
Do not connect any electric home appliances whose power 
consumption exceeds 200 watts, such as an electric iron or 
fan, to this outlet. 



- 
ADJUSTING THE TV 
Your TV receiver must be adjusted to receive the signal 
from your recorder. If you connect a color monitor or a TV 

POWER 
I / 

equipped with videolaudio input jacks, it does not need 
adjusting. 

TUNER indicator 

TVlVTR I Channel number 
I I \ r 3 

RF 
UNlT 

\ J 

INPUT SELECT 

If you do not have a mcorded vkleo cassette tape 

PUSH OPEN 

If you have a recorded video cassette tape 

Set RF UNlT located In the tuning compartment to 3 CH or 4 
CH whichever channel is not active in your area. 

$ Press POWER. The indicator lights. 

Now your TV receiver is tuned to the recorder. 
Whenever y w  use the video recorder, you should set the 
TV to the channel which you have chosen above. 

@ Press TVlVTR so that the button lights. Insert the cassette. 
@Check that the TUNER indicator appears in the display See page 28. 

window, then select an actlve channel in your area by @ Press b PLAY. 
turning JOG or by pressing +I-. 
(If the TUNER indlmtar does not appear, press PUSH OPEN to 
open the drawer and press INPUT SELECT untll TUNER 
app-.) 

I 

@ Tum on the TV. 
Q) Set the N to either VHF channel 3 or 4 to agree with the RF 

UNlT setting. 
The TV program selected on the recorder or the tape program 
will be displayed on the TV screen. If a picture does not appear 
on the TV screen or if the display is not clear, fine-tune the 
channel on the TV. 
For detalls about TV channel adjustment, see the instruction 
manual of the TV receiver. 

I 

Check! 
Check that the program 
displayed on the screen 
changes when a different 
channel is selected on the 
recorder. If the program does 
not change, repeat the 
preceding steps. 

Check! 
Check that the display on the 
screen changes when you stop 
the tape by pressing rn STOP 
on the recorder. (To eject the 
cassette, press = EJECT.) 
If the program does not 
change, repeat the preceding 
steps. 



PRESETTING THE ACTIVE CHANNELS IN YOUR AREA 
Your recorder is capable of receiving VHF channels 2-13, recorder so that only the desired channels will appear in 
UHF channels 14-69 and cable TV channels 1-125 (A-8 to sequence when you select a channel later with +I- on the 
W84). See cable TV channel chart on page 26. recorder, or TIMERICH +I- or JOG dial on the Remote 
By adding and erasing channels, you can preset the Commander. 

*I 

Channel number 

R JOG dial 

Channel number 
buttons and 
ENTER button 

TIMERICH +I- 

000 - 
JOG dlal 

Remote Commandw 

+I- 

INPUT SELECT 

  urn on the recorder and the TV. 
Make sure that the TV is set to the correct channel 
(channel 3 or 4) for the recorder. 
Press I N M  SELECT so that the TUNER indicator and 
channel number appear In the display window. 
For presetting cable TV channels, press CATVINORM to 
display the CATV Indicator in the display window. For 
off-the-air TV channels, press it again to turn off the 
CATV indicator. 

1 Select the channel to be added with the number buttons 
and ENTER button on the Commander or JOG dial on 
the recorder. 

Ex. To select channel 16. 

ENTER 

2 Press ADD. 
The "--" Indication appears momentarily, indicating 
that the channel has been added. 

Repeat steps 1 and 2 for other channels to be added. 



- 
ERASING CHANNELS 

1 Select the channel to be erased. 
2 Ress ERASE. 

The "--" indication appears momentarily, indicating 
that the channel has been erased. 

Repeat steps 1 and 2 for other channels to be erased. 

Cable TV systems use letters or numbers to designate 
channels. To tune In a channel, refer to this chart. 

Check with your local cabie TV company for more 
complete information on the available channels. 

*The designation of the cable TV channels conforms to the EIAINCTA 
recommendation. 

Pay cable TV systems use scrambled or encoded signals 
and require special converters (decoders) in addDtlon to 



DATE AND CLOCK SETTING 
When you connect the AC power cord to a wall outlet, the 
clock indicates "Su AM 12fO" and it will blink to show that 
the clock is ready to be set. 

JOG 

PI 

SCREEN 

Example: to set the datelclod< to 330 pm, September 21,1986 

. . 
JOG dial 
Turn clockwise to advance the 
digits, and counterclockwise to 
reverse them. 

+I- buttons 
Press "+" to advance the digits, 
and "-" to reverse them. If the 
button is kept depressed, the 
digits will advance or reverse 
continuously. 

To turn on and off the data 
sawn dlsplay, press DATA 
SCREEN. 

- 

Display window Data screen 

1 Press CLOCKSEI. 

' I ' TIME 

- -  - -  

2 Set the year by turning the JOG dial or 
pressing +I- until " 86  appears. 
Then press NEXT. ;{$- 1986 

00=2000 - -  - -  

3 Set month, day, hour and minute in 
sequence. 
First adjust the blinking item by turning 
the JOG dial or pressing +I-, and then 9 21 1986 SUN 

press NEXT. -I 2s n: PM 3:30 
A M l m  = midnight -7 ;-I LI, 
PM1 = noon 

4 For accurate setting, after adjusting the 
minute digit, press NEXT at the same 9 21 1986 SUN P M ~ : ~ O  
time as an announced time signal. 
The clock will now start and the dots of LIH U IMULS 

the colon will alternately blink every 30 
seconds. 

To readjust the previously set item during dock settlng To readjust the date or dock atter the settlng has 
Press BACK. The previously set item will blink and can been completed 
be readjusted. Press BACK repeatedly until the desired Press CLOCK SET. The hour digits will blink To 
item blinks. change the year, month or day, press BACK. 

Reajustment procedure is the same as above. 

The day of the week is automatically set when the 
year, month and day are registered. 



HANDLING THE VIDEO CASSETTES 
Safety tab Recording time available in each mode 
The safety tab on the rear of the cassette should not be By selecting the recording speed, m ls  II1IIor WIII, with 
removed for recording. When a new recording is made on a the REC MODE button, you can decide the recording time. 
prerecorded cassette, the previous recording will be erased 
automatically. 
To avoid erasing a recording, break off the safety tab using 
a screwdriver or similar object. 
If you cover the opening with a piece of plastic tape, where 
the safety tab has been removed, you can rerecord on the 
cassette. 

The playback speed is automatically set. 

When the b a t e d  cassette has Its satety tab removed 
If you activate REC, QUICK TIMER or TIMER REC, 
the EB indication will Mink and the cassette will be 
automatically ejected. 
If you activate VIDEO or AUDIO INSERT, the IEDI 
indication will Mink and the unit will not enter insert 
mode. The cassette will not be ejected automatically. 



REMOTE CONTROL OPERATION 

ATTERY INSERTIOh 

2 Insert three size AA (IEC 
designetlon batteries with 
correct polarity. 

1 3 Slide and close he lld I 

Battery life 
In normal operation, batteries will last for three months. 
When the batteries are exhausted, the JOG dlal and 
S H U W  ring on the Commander will not function, and 
then the indicator will rot llght when the buttons on the 
Commander are pressed. 

I f t h e ~ C o m m a n d e r b n o t t o b e ~ f o r a l o n g  
perkd of time, remove the batteries to avdd posaibte 
damage from battery leakage. 

1 Select COMMAND MODE: 
VTRl or VTR2 

I 

Remote sensor 
I 

2 Set to the same Set to 
position as that 
on the VCR. 

VTR. 

Press the 
buttons. 

To remotely contrd the equipment wlthart the command 
Inode selector 
Set the command mode selector on the Remote 
Commander as follows: 
VTR1: for Sony Betarlax infrared remote control VCRs 

for Sony 8 mm format VCRs 
For Sony remote control TVs, either position will do. 

To avoM having the SL-HF1000 and the other equipment 
functioning simultaneously 
Set the COMMAND MODE selector of the SL-HF1000 to a 
different command mode position from the command 
mode of the other equipment. Simply by switching the 
command mode selector on the Remote Commander, you 
can control two VCRs separately. 

TocontrdSonyrematecontrolTVs 
The buttons marked with an orange dot on the RMT-148 
can be used to operate certain Sony remote control TVs. 
To operate a TV, set the remote control TVNTR selector on 
the RMT-148 to TV. The functions of the buttons are limited 
by the functions on the TV. 

POWER Prsss to turn the power on and off. 
MUTING: Press to mute the sound. Press again to 

restwe the sound. 
T V M R  Press to select the input mode. 
VOL +I-: Press 'Y" for more volume, and "-" for 

less volume. 
TIMERICH +I- and JOG: Select the channel. 
DATA SCREW Press to retain or extinguish the on- 

screen display. 
Number buttons and ENTER: Select the channel. 



I BASIC OPE 

RECORDING TV PROGRAMS (Beta hi-fi recordind 
Make sum that you ha* finished all the umedhs and 
adjustments on pages 18 thrwgh 29. 

Caution 
Television programs, films, video tapes and other materials may be 
copyrighted. 
Unauthorized recording of such material may be contrary to the provisions of 
the copyright laws. 
Also, use of this recorder with cable television transmission may require 
authorization from the cable television transmitter andlor program owner. 

Turn on the TV and select the channel for the recorder 
or select the input for the recorder. 
Check the positions of the selectors. 

SUPER BETA - ON (i.e. SuperBeta lights) 
I 

REC LEVEL -, 

I 

EDIT + OFF (i.e. EDIT is off) # 7 + TUNER (1.9. TUNER appears) 
INWT SELECT 

m l s  SHB -, ON J i BLACK SCREEN -, OFF 
(for lBIs recording only) 

AUDIO MONITOR J \ NORMAL AUDIO - MAIN 
+ BETA HI-FI 



1 Turn on the power. 

2 Select the recording speed, IBIS, WII or Dllll, with 
REC MODE. 

3 Insert a cassette. 

Check in the display window 

Tape counter 
Channel 
to be recarded 

Recording speed Displayed during recording 

How to select the channel 
4 a P  

/ nr hinhnr nt~mhnrd 

4 Press TVMR so that the bu:on lights (VTR mode). 

5 Select the channel to be recorded with JOG or +I-. 

6 Slide REC to the right. Recording will begin. 

With JOG on the recorder all the channels are received. 
With JOG on the Remote Commander preset channels are 
received. 

To stop r'emrding, press STOP. 
When the tape reaches its end, it will be rewound to the 
beginning. 

To eject the cassette, press A EJECT. 
The & EJECT button functions even when the power is 
turned off. 

To turn off the power, press POWER. 

To stop the tape momentadly 
Press IIIM PAUSEISTILL The TV program can still be 
seen on the TV, but the picture will not be recorded. 
To resume recording, press IIIH PAUSEISTILL again. 
To protect the video heads and the tape, the pause mode 
will be automatically released after about 8 minutes and 
recMdkrg wlll stop. 

Note 
The power can be automatically turned on by inserting a 
cassette without pressing POWER. 



back on another I.ecorder horn the very beginning of the 
tape, run the tape for about 15 seconds before starting 
recording. Otherwise you may miss the starting point 

- NOTE 

SUPER BETA BUlTON 
For d n g  

Set to ON to make high picture quality recordings. 
Set to OFF if you intend to play back the tape on a 
nonSuper8eta VCR A tape recorded with the SUPER 
BETA button set to ON may cause some over- 
modulation noise when played back on a non- 
SuperBeta VCR. 

For playback 
Normally set to the position in whlch the tape was 
recorded. 
Set to ON if the tape was recorded in the WIs mode. 
Set to OFF if the tape was recoded in the IBI mode, 
or if the tape was recorded on a nonSuperBeta VCR. 

WIS SHB ( ItlI s SUPER HI-BAND) SWCTCH 
This switch is effective only for recording in WIs mode. 
WIs recording produces a highquality picture as in 
SupwBeta recording regardless of the SUPER BETA 
switch position. 

To obtain a better quality picture in IBIS recording, set 
the WIs SHB switch to ON. A 6.0 MHz super hi-band 
recording will be made. 
If you intend to play back the tape on another VCR 
without the lBIs SHB switch, keep the switch at OFF. 

To assure the high quality of the super hi-band 
recording, use of highquality tapes such as Sony PRW 
type is recommended. 

You can decide the starting point for recording while 
watching the picture. 
1 Play back the tape and locate the point where you wish 

to start recording on the tape. 
2 Press IIIbt4 PAUSEISTILL to stop the tape where you 

wish to start recording. 
3 Slide REC to the right. The recorder will enter 

recording pause mode. 
4 Press IIl~l4 PAUSUSTILL at the desired point to 

release the pause mode. Recording will begin. 

1 Set the VCR to recording pause mode. 
2 Press b PLAY. The VCR will enter playback pause 

mode. 
3 Locate the desired point where you wish to start 

recording by turning the JOG dial. (See page 36) 
4 Slide REC to the right. The VCR will enter recording 

pause mode. 
5 Press lllM PAUSEISTILL at the desired point. 

Recording will begin. 



ro RECORD MULTICHANNEL TV SOUND (MTS) TO VIEW ONE TV PROGRAM WHILE RECORDING 
3ROADCASTS (STEREOCASTS) -. \NOTHER 

In the years to come, an increasing number of programs 
will be broadcast in stereo. Called Multichannel TV 
Sound or MTS, the new technology will greatly enhance 
TV viewing by bringing you programs with high fidelity 
stereo sound. 
MTS also provides for an extra channel called the 
Second Audio Program or SAP which broadcasters can 
use to transmit a second language for bilingual 
transmissions or any other sound track 

Make sure AUTO STEREO in the tuning compartment is 
set to ON. 
The recording procedure is the same as usual. 

To mcord a stereo broadcast 
Make sure that the Beta hi-fi indicator lights. If not, press 
BETA HI-FI inside the front panel. 

BETA HI-FI 

To record a SAP (Second Audk Program) bmadcast 
Set NORMAL AUDIO inside the front panel to SAP. The 
SAP indicator will appear in the display window. 

NORMAL AUDIO 

MAIN SAP 

If recording is made when there is a SAP broadcast, the 
SAP sound will be recorded on the conventional audio 
track while the MAIN sound is recorded on the video track 
in Beta hi-fi. To listen to the SAP sound, set AUDIO 
MONITOR BETA HI-FIIMIXINORM to NORM. 

To record a MAIN broadcast only 
Set NORMAL AUDIO to MAIN. The MAIN sound will be 
recorded on the video track and the conventional audio 
track. 

Press TVlVTR so that the lamp Qf the butten goee off, then 
select the channel you want to vkiw on the TV. 

When a SAP sound is not be recorded, be sure to set 
NORMAL AUDIO to MAIN. If it is set to SAP and there 
is no SAP broadcast, no sound is recorded on the 
conventional audio track 



PLAYBACK 

Turn on the power. a[ Turn on the TV and select the channel for the recorder 
or select the input for the recorder. 

TO SELECT THE MONITOR SOUND 

Inside the front panel 

AUDIO MONITOR 
Display window 

To select the left or right channel of stereo pugrams 
Select the desired channel by pressing AUDIO MONITOR 
UR. Each time the button is pressed, the indicator of the 
selected channel, STEREO, L (left) or R (right) will appear in 
the display window. 

Playback of SAP sound 
To listen to the SAP sound that was recorded with 
NORMAL AUDIO set to SAP, set AUDIO MONITOR to 
NORM (for the SAP sound only) or MIX (for both the SAP 
and MAIN sounds). Playback of Beta hi-fi stereo sound programs 

Set AUDIO MONITOR to BETA HI-FI or MIX. 
When the recorder is connected to a Component TV, a 
stereo system or stereo headphones, you can enjoy stereo 
sound reproduction. 

When a conventional (monaural) TV is connected, the 
sound of the left and right channels are mixed so that 
monaural sound comes from the TV speaker. 



0 VIEW A TV PROGRAM DURING PLAYBACK 
;ni-,4 

. 
- 

During playback, press EE inside the drawer or on the 
Remote Commander. The EE indicator will appear in the 
display window. While the button is kept pressed, the 

program of the TV channel selected is seen on the monitor 
screen. 
Release the button to view the playback picture. 

WHEN YOU B U Y  BACK AT&?€ RECORDED ON 
MOWER V a  -To play back a tap@ from the bealmlng of the tape a f k  

If the VCR on which the tape was recorded is not 
equipped with the Beta hi-fi system, this recorder will 
play back the tape in the conventional way 
automatically. The Beta hi-fi indicator does not light. 
If streaks or snow appears, adjust NORMAL TRACKING 
for the best possible picture. Return the control to the 
center position after viewing that tape. 
To get a sharp picture, turn SHARPNESS toward 
SHARP. 

Inside the front panel 

SHARPNESS 
4 b TRACKING 

"Ezai' 
NORMAL SLOW 

Ress PLAY keeping 04 RON dgpressed, or pmss 
AUTO PB on the Remote Commander. After the tape is 
completely mwound, It will be automatfcally playad back 

Notes 
If you are playing back a tape that was recorded on 
anoth6r VCR, noise (if any) In the plcture may be 
eliminated by setting SUPER BETA to OFF. 
Normally, keep this switch at ON. 
To change to channel 3 or 2 on your TV f m  the 
channel on whkh you have been viewing something 
from the vsdeo recorder, be sure to prress TVNlR first 
and then change to channel 3 or 2 Is set on your TV. 
If TVNlR is pressed after channel 3 or 9: Is set on 
your TV, you might not get a picture. In We case, 
change your TV channel to another channel and then 
come back to channel 3 or 2 



VARIOUS PLAYBACK MODES 
Use the buttons on the recorder or on the Remote 
Commander. 

VARIOUS SPEED PLAYBACK WNG THE JOG 
DIAL AND SHUTTLE RING 

BErAamP1 
-Viewing the picture at a fast speed to find a pattkular 

8CBne 

Keep pressing BW FF or 44 REW during playback 
When you release the button, the normal playack will be 
resumed. 

-Viewing the picture momentadly during fast-fonnrard or 
rewlnd 

Keep pressing BW FF or u REW during fast-forward or 
rewind mode. 
When you release the button, the fast-forward or rewind 
mode will be resumed. 

Streaks will appear and sound will be muted in the 
Betascan and Beta SkipScan pictures. 

FREQE PICTURE @laybat 

Press IIIM PAUSEISTILL during playback. The sound is 
muted. 
Press IIIW PAUSEISTILL again or press b PLAY to 
resume normal playback. 
To protect the video heads and the tape, the pause mode 
will be automatically released after about 8 minutes and 
playback will be resumed. 

-In variable playback modes 

If the fmem picture appears to shake- 
Turn STILL ADJ in the tuning compartment until the 
picture stabilizes. 
As long as the same TV or color monitor is used, 
readjustment should not be necessary. 
If streaks or noise Ee appear In freeze, stop 
action advance, or 1/10 or 115 sped  plctue, 
Set to 1110 or 115 speed picture mode and adjust 
SLOW TRACKING inside the front panel. 
If stmks or ndse bands appear in normal (4) or 

r Lights when JOG and SHUTTLE are 
operable or in use. 

Indicates the reverse Indicates the forward 
playback. playback. 

I Using the JOG dial 

1 Play back a tape and stop the playback by pressing 
I IIH PAUSUSTILL 

2 Turn the JOG dial. 
The tape will be played back at the sped at which you 
are turning the dial (1110, 115 or normal speed). 
Turn it clockwise for forward playback, or 
counterclockwise for reverse playback 

3 When you stop turning the JOG dial, the picture will 
freeze again. 



Using the S H m E  rtrrg 

1 Play back a tape and stop the playback by pressing 
IllM PAUSUSTILL 

2 Turn the SHUTTLE ring and hold it at the position 
where the desired playback speed is obtained. 
You can select 1110, 115, normal, double or continuous 
Betascan speed. 
Turn it clockwise for forward playback, or 
counterclockwise for reverse playback. 

3 When the SHU l lE  ring is released, the picture will 
freeze again. 

To use the JOG dial and SHUrnE rlng on the Remok, 
Commendet 
Before operating JOG or SHmLE, press the 
JOGSHUITLE function button on the Commander so that 
the associated indicator lights. The VCR will enter 
playback pause mode. 
If JOG and SHUTTLE on the Commander are not used for 
more than om minute, their function will be released 
automatically in order to prevent undue battery wear. To 
use JOG and S H U l l E  again, press the JOGSHUTTLE 
function button once more. 

JOG and SHUTTLE on the Commander will function in 
freeze picture and various speed playback modes. 
Use of 1110 speed playback is not possible with 
SHUTTLE on the Commander. 

WARIOUS PLAYBACK MODES USING THE 
*EMOTE COMMANDER 

I FRAME 
4II-,-IIb 
m m m  
xllio xlk x l  x2 SCAN 

I O P O O L 3 t  

I Stopadon advance picture I 
Press FRAME 11) (forward) or 411 (reverse) in freeze 
picture mode. 
Press b PLAY to resume n m a l  playback 

Press the desired speed button during playback or in freeze 
picture mode. The sound is muted (except in x l  and x2 
forward picture). 

Dt4: freeze picture 
~1110: slow motion picture at 1110 normal speed 
~115: slow motion plcture at 115 normal speed 
xl: normal speed picture 
x2 double speed picture* 
SCAN: continuous Betascan picture 

+The x2 button will not function for tapes recorded in the IBI or WI s 
mode, though 'W appears on the monitor screen when the button is 
P-. 

To mverse the dhection of the variable speed playback, 
press 411. To resume forward playback, press 11). 

To change the playback speed, simply press the desired 
speed button. 

To resume normal playback press b PLAY. 



USE OF THE TAPE COUNTER 
The tape counter indicates the approximate running time of To display the counter on the TV screen, press DATA 
the tape and the relative position of programs on the tape. SCREEN inside the drawer. 

Display window 
I 1 

Data screen 

Frame digits 

Before starting recording or playback, press COUNTER 
RESET to set the counter to zero. By notlng the counter 
readlng at the desired point, you can easily find that point 
later by referring to the counter. Use the label on the 
cassette to list the programs and their counter readings. 

Notes 
The counter reading is automatically reset to zero when 
a cassette is newly inserted. 
The counter reading wlll be retained in the memory even 
after the power is turned off, as long as the tmsette is 
kept inserted in the cassette compartment. 
The counter wlll not advance during any portion of a 
tape that is blank or unrecorded. 
The mnter  reading will not exactly correspond to the 
position of the tape after the tape has been stopped or 
run repeatedly in fast-forward or rewind mode. 

TO DmRMINE THE REMAINING RECORDING OR 
PLAYBACK TlME 

1 Set TAPE SELECT (REMAIN) inside the front panel 
according to the length of the tape being used. 
L500:  for-^^^) cassittes 
L750: for L-750 cassettes 
L830: for L830 cassettes 
For L-125 and L-2% cassettes, 
any position will do. 

TAPE SELECT 

2 During recording or playback, press COUNTERIREMAIN. 
The unit will calculate the remaining recording or 
playback time, and then the remaining time will be 
displayed. 

REMAIN 

During calculation 
(15 seconds max.) 

The remaining time will decrease as the recording or 
playback goes on. 

To display the normal tape counter, press COUNTER1 
REMAIN again. 



Notes 
The remaining time will be changed to "-H--M" 
when the unit is set to fast-forward, rewind or 
Betascan mode, or when the SHUTTLE ring is 
operated. 
The remaining time will be changed to "-H--M" if a 
blank portion of the tape (with no CTL slgnal 
recorded) is played back or the recorded tape speed 
is changed. 
The remaining time counter will not advance in stop, 
freeze picture, stopaction advance picture or slow 
picture mode, or when the JOG dial is operated. 

Notes on the acwacy of the remglning time counter 
The accuracy of the remaining time counter will vary 
depending on the type of the tape being used. 

For commercially available recorded tapes, the 
counter will not indicate the exactly same time as 
the recorded time labeled on the tape. 
For damaged tapes and nonstandard tapes, the 
accuracy will be degraded. 
At the beginning of a tape, especially when the tape 
has just been rewound, the remaining time will be 
calculated greater than the actual time (by several 
minutes max.). 

TAPE RERJRNTTAPE R m R N  PIAY 
-To stop the tape at a particular pdnt a play back from 

a perticular point 

1 During recording or playback, press COUNTER RESET 
at the point you want to locate later. 

2 When recording or playback is finished, stop the tape 
and press TAPE RHURN. 
The tape will be rewound or advanced close to the 
counter zero point. 

TAPE RETURN 

To start playback automatically from the counter zero point 
Press b PLAY after pressing TAPE RRURN. The Indicator 
on b PLAY will blink. 

TAPE RETURN 

T'% 
Note 
The tape return and tape return play cannot be 
activated when the counter reading is within KhdXMlOs. 



TlME SEARCH 
The tape can be advanced rapidly or rewound for the 
required length of time. This function is useful for verifying 
the picture on the specified point of the tape. 

To set the length of time, use the Remote Commander. 

1 Stop the tape. 
2 Press TIME SEARCH on the Commander. 

- -  - 
Number buttons 

TlME SEARCH 

0 o o m 0  0 0 

Actual point on the tape 
Dlsplay wlndow I 

Time search counter 

3 Set the time (hour and minutes) for which you want to 
advance or rewind the tape by pressing the number 
buttons on the Commander. 

Ex. 1 hour 30 mlnutes 

If an incorrect digit is input, press "0" twice and then 
press the correct number button. 

4 Press DD FF or U REW. 

Normal tape counter 

The digits will 
decrease as the 
tape runs. 

The tape will stop automatically at the time search 
counter zero point. 

To start playback automatically from the assigned point 
Press ) PLAY after pressing DD FF or u REW. The 
indicator on b PLAY will blink. ,- 

To cancel the tlme search operatlon 
Press TlME SEARCH again. 



TIMER-ACTIVATED RECORDING 

Eight recordings can be preset to be made between today 
and Saturday of the week after next. 

Today 

Su Mo Tu We I Th Fr Sa 
3 4 

5 6 7 10 'lly This week 
- 

(12 13 14 15 16 17 1 8 k ~ e x t w e e k  

21 22 23 24 25L~he week after next 
26 27 28 29 30 

The date and clock must be set correctly. For the setting, 
see page 27. 

Check before seltlng the timer 
Make sure the cassette tape is long enough to record 
all the programs. 
Be sure the safty tab of the cassette has not been 
removed. 
Set the selectors and controls as in "Before recording" 
on page 30. 

Buttons for timer setting 
You can use the buttons and JOG dial either on the 
recorder or on the Remote Commander. 

+I- bunons 

I 

JOG dlal 

Channelltlmer +I- buttons (or TIMERICH +I- buttons on 
the mmander) 
To set the week and day, the turn-on and turn-off times 
and the channel, press 'Y" to advance, and "-" to reverse. 

JOG dial 
To set the week and day, the t u r m  and turn-off times 
and the channel, turn clockwise to advance, and 
counterclockwise to reverse. 
When using the JOG dial on the Commander, first press 
the CHANNEUTlMER function button. 

TIMERICH +I- 

CHANNEUTlMER 
function button 

JOG dial 

INFWT 
SELECT REC MODE 

NEXT button 
Every time you press the NEXT button, the item to be set 
will blink. 

BACK button 
To change the item previously set, press this button until 
the desired item blinks. 

To obtain the data screen display, press DATA SCREEN 
inside the drawer or on the Commander. 



Suppose you want to make a reowdlng of channel 8 tnnn 730 P.M. to 856 P.M. today (Wednesday, September 17) 
7 

option Display window 
----. - - - - - - -  - - - - -. * - - -  ~ .--- pat* wmn . ;~-2.=~~+a 

Current date and time 1 press TIMER SET. 9 17 1988 WED I\M 10 20 

IUNTR 

TlMER 
22 23 '&I% 2 z? 

ml - -  - -  
29 391,' 
3E'7JL<:?D- T,,n_ fl 

Timer program number Timer program number 

9 17 l9M WED A M  10 20 2 Select REc MODE. SU MO TU WE TH FR SA 

18 19 20 21 

TIMER 
22 23 24 25 28 27 28 

Recording tape speed Recording tape speed 

Set the week and day with + I -  or 3 JOG. 
9 17 1988 WED AM H) ZU 

7 , -\- 
(See "To set the week and day" on ?.rr '- ,,;re 19 20 21 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

page 43.) 1J11 - -  - -  a 391,' 
Then press NEXT. 

IWEEICI--WED 9117 811 
A M  .'P. . . . . - - - cn 

4 Set the turn-on hour with +I- or JOG. 

AM 12:mmidnight 
PM 12:00=noon I - - l - - l - - I - - l  

I wdr WED 9117 811 

Then press NEXT. M 

5 Set the minute with +I-  or JOG. 

Then press NEXT. 

6 set the t u r n 4  hour with + I -  or JOG. 
1 3 3 .U*E. Cn 

I - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1  

TIMER -? Then press NEXT. cf_ - I WEEK- -wEBI,~I~~' BII 
cn 

7 Set the minute with + I -  or JOG. 
- I - - I - - I - - I  

58 
TIMER 

Then press NEXT. I WEEK I -WED 9h? 611 
PM7 3 0 - 8  3 ----a 

8 Set the channel to be recorded with 
+I- or JOG. I', 9 33 , m G R / ~ ~  

Then press NEXT. EII I WK I -m 8117 911 
P M 7  3 0 - 8  5 8  - @I 

To preset another program, repeat steps 1 to 8. Up to 8 programs can be preset. 

Preset turn-on time of program 1 

The power will be turned off and the 
recorder will enter the standby mode. T ~ ~ E ~  

"11 " 13 f1"cl 

Current time 
i 



Recarding will start at the preset time and will Notee 
automatically stop when the recording is completed. Timer recordings of the signals input from the LINE 1 IN 
The memory of the program will be erased if it is for only or LINE 2 IN jacks can be made. Select the L l  or L2 
one day and the timer pmgrarn numbers will advance one LINE input with the INPUT SELECT button and skip 
by one. step 8. 

Timer setting can be made during playback., if the 
recording tape speed for timer programs is the same as 
that of the ongoing playback The other tape speeds 
cannot be preset. 

NOTICE: 
ONCE THE -1 INDICATOR HAS BEEN 
DISPLAYED, only the functions of CHECKIPAGE and 
TIMER REC can be activated. For the usual manual 
operations, press TIMER REC again so that the 
indicator goes off, and then turn on the power. 

To set the week and day 
The week and day indications change in the direction of the arrow, starting from today, when you press "+" or turn JOG 
clockwise; and in the reverse direction when you press 'I-" or turn JOG counterclockwise. 



BEFORE THE TIMER-ACTNATED RECORDING the pmettings of your timer-actlvated d n g s  
STARTS 

recording of program 2  will begin before program 1 is 
Tocheckthetimersethgs 
Press CHECWPAGE. 
Every tlme you press CHECWPAGE, each program will be 
displayed in the display window. 

To change the settlngs 
1 Press TIMER REC. The indicator goes off. 
2 Fwss CHECWPAGE to select the program to be 

changed. 
3 Press TIMER SET. 
4 Fwss NEXT until the Item to be changed blinks. 
5 Change the setting with +I- or JOG. 
6 Press NEXT so that the tape counter and the current 

time appear in the display window. 
7 Press TIMER REC again to reactivate the timer. 

To erase the memory of a particular program 
1 Press TIMER REC. The l m l  indicator goes off. 
2 Press CHECWPAGE to select the program to be erased. 
3 Press CLEAR. The memory of the program will be 

eliminated. 
4 If other programs have been preset for recording, press 

TIMER REC again to reactivate the timer. 

DURING RECORDING 

To stop dudng the timer recording 
Press TIMER REC. The recording will stop and the power 
will be turned off. 

Whenthetapeendsdwlngtimermcoding 
The tape stops 6ut the tape will not be rewound. 

The STOP and Ill- PAUSEISTILL buttons do not 
function during a timer recordlng. 

will be cut off 

Program 1 4 1 1 : ~  pm 
10:00 pm program 2 1-u 

10:45 pm 1215 am 

If the turnan time of two programs are the same 
The recording of the program having the lower program 
number will be made. The memory of the program having 
the higher number will be cleared. 

10:W pm 

Program 1 1-h 11:W pm 

Recording will not be made. 

If the turnan tlme of one program is the same as the twn. 
off time of another program 
When a timer recording starts, the unit is set to recording 
pause mode 6 seconds before the preset turnan time. The 
pause mode is released exactly at the preset turn-on time 
and recording starts approximately 1 second after. 
Therefore, the end of the first program will not be recorded 
for 6 seconds. Both recordings, however, will be made 
smoothly. 

If a power intermptlon occurs before a timer recording 
The clock will stop and "AM 1 2 W  will blink. This means 
that the memory of the timer programs has been 
completely erasd. Reset the clock and timer programs. 

4 
A short power interruption of less than approximately 10 

SPECIFIC NOTES ON TIMI ACTIVATED minutes will not affect the memory. The clock will show 
RECORDINGS the correct time and the timer programs will be performed. 

Troubles when TIMER REC is prerssed If the power was Interrupted dung a timer recording or 
quick timer mcoding 
Recording will stop and the power will be turned off. If the 

The cassette will be The cassette inserted interruption was less than approximately 10 minutes, the 
ejected automatically. has the safety tab recording will resume. 

removed. 

No cassette is inserted. 

I] indicator The tape is at its end. 
disappears. 

current time. 



QUICK TIMER RECORDING 
Use this function to begin recording a program 
immediately. You can start timer recording just by pressing 
QUICK TIMER. 
The recording duration can be set for up to 5 hours by 30 
minutes. You can also use this function to stop the non- 
timer recording by presetting the recording duration. 
Before operating, set the clock 

QUICK TIMER 

ro USE QUICK TIMER FROM THE TAPE STOP 
MODE 

Make sure that the cassette is inserted. 

1 Press QUICK TIMER. 
The power will be turned on, if it was turned off. 

The channel previously 
selected blinks. 

I 

3 Press QUICK TIMER so that the recording starts. Now 
decide the recording duration. 

TUNER En 

If you do not advance to the next step within 30 
seconds, the power will be turned off. 

2 Choose the channel to be recorded with JOG or +I-. 

TUNER CH 

I I 

I 
Appears. 

~ e c o r d i h  duration 

Every time you press QUICK TIMER, the recording duration 
indication changes as follows: 

0:30 -. 1:OO -. 1:30 -. 2:OO + ....... 5:OO -. 0:OO 
30 one one and a two five zero 
minutes hour half hour hours hours hour 

t I 

When the recording starts, the duration indication 
decreases minute by minute to 0:00 and the power will be 
turned off automatically about 30 seconds after the 
recording has finished. 

By pressing QUICK TIMER, you can set the duration so 
that the recording stops and the power turns off after the 
preset duration. 

Once the quick timer recording has started 
Only the following function buttons can be activated: 
QUICK TIMER ................ to change recording duration 
TIMER REC .................... to interrupt quick timer recording 

.... IIIM PAUSEISTILL to stop quick timer recording 
momentarily 

CHECWPAGE ............... to check timer programs preset 
COUNTER RESET ......... to reset the tape counter to zero 
INDEX MARK ................. to record an index signal 



INDEX FUNCTION 

The desired program can be easily located by the index 
signal marked on the tape. 

INDEX SCAN . -  - I 
-To play back the beginning of each program in sequence 

" 1 Insert a cassette that has index signals recorded. 
2 Press INDEX once. 

An index signal Is automatically marked on the tape when 
REC is slid to the dght or when a timer recording starts. 

Data screen 

Display window 

INDEX - 1;;: 
L I 

Blinks while the index 
signal is being marked. 

Notes 
lndex signals will not be marked on the tape when 
the recording is started by releasing the recording 
pause or playback pause mode. 
The index function operates also with the index 
signals marked using the index function of other 
recorders. 

lndex signals can be marked at any desired point on the 
tape dudng mcording, timer recarding or normal playback. 

At the point where an index signal is to be marked, press 
INDEX MARK 

Blinks while the index 
signal is being marked. 

Note3 
The sound recorded on the conventional audio track 
will be muted while the index signal is being marked 
during playback, but the recording will not be 
affected. 
lndex signals can be marked on cassette tapes 
without a safety tab (including commercially available 
prerecorded video tapes) during playback 
An index signal may not be registered immediately 
before a point on the tape where the recording tape 
speed (WI s, W l I  or WIII) changes. 

SCAN U LI 

Blink 
alternately. 

3 To scan the previous programs, press 44 REW. 
To scan the programs ahead, press w FF. 
The tape will be rewound or rapidly advanced to the 
next index signal marked. 

Blink 
simultaneously 
during scanning. INDEX, 

The tape will be played back for approximately 10 
seconds, and then rewound or advanced to the next 
index signal. 
Every time an index signal is detected and playback 
begins, the displayed index number increases. 

4 At the desired program, press b PLAY. 
Normal playback of that program will begin. 



INDEX SEARCH 
- -- 

-To locate the deslred program 

You can locate the desired program and play it back 
automatically by designating the number of its index 
signal. Up to the 19th index signal from the present 
position on the tape can be located. 

Beginning 
of the program Rewind Fast-forward 

\ ..I .. 
Index 
number 

Present position 

1 Insert a cassette that has index signals marked. 
2 Press INDEX several times until the index number of the 

desired program is displayed. 
For instance, to locate the second program ahead, two 
index signals should be detected, so press INDEX until 
"2" is displayed. On the other hand, to locate the 
second program behind, three signals should be 
detected, so press the button until "3" is displayed. 

INDEX n 7 
SEARCH U J 1 

[ ' I  ' I 
Lights 
steadily. 

If you enter an incorrect index number, press 
STOP to reset the display. 

3 To locate a previous program on the tape, p& u 
REW. 
To locate a program ahead, press BW FF. 

Notes 
The index scan and index search can be activated 
during playback, as well as from stop mode. 
While the index signals are belng scanned or 
located, the recorder is set to EE mode. 
If the tape is rewound to the beginning dutlng index 
scan or index search, playback will begin 
automatically. 
If the tape reaches the end during index scan or 
index search, the tape will be rewound automaticalty. 

When the desired program cannot be played back wlth the 
index function, check the following: 

The nearest index signal may not have been counted. 
If the point where you pressed u R W  or w FF Is 
fairly close (within 2 minutes of the normal taperun) to 
the nearest index signal, that signal will not be counted. 
Is there a space of more than 2 minutes between two 
index signals? If there is more than one index signal 
marked within an interval of 2 minutes of the normal 
tape-run, the mechanism may not function properly. 

The tape will be rewound or rapidly advanced. Every time 
an index signal is detected, the displayed number will 
decrease. When the number reaches 0, playback of your 
desired program will begin. 



TO ERASE INDEX SIGNALS 
- - - - . - - - - -. -. . - . - - - -. . - . -. - . .. - - - . . - - - . - - 1 

Erasing while index scanning-To erase the Index signals 
in sequence 

1 Stop the tape with STOP. 
2 Press INDEX once. 
3 Press u REW or wFF.  

The tape will be rewound or rapidly advanced to the 
next index signal and playback will begin. 

4 Within approx. 10 seconds, while the tape is being 
played back, press INDEX ERASE. 

INDEX 
ERASE 

While the ind& signal 
is being erased 

Blinks. 

~ i ~ h i s  steadily. 

After the erasure, index scan will resume. At each index 
signal located, press INDEX ERASE 
To stop index scanning, press w STOP. 

Notes 
Press INDEX ERASE more than 2 seconds after the 
playback starts. 
The index signals recorded immediately after an 
unrecorded portion on a tape, or on a portion where 
the recording tape speed has been changed or two 
recordings have been made continuously will not be 
erased. 
If the playback picture is distorted during index 
erasing, immediately stop the tape with w STOP. The 
index signal at the distortion cannot be erased. 

lErasing while index searching-To erase a particular index 
signal 

1 Stop the tape with STOP. 
2 Press the INDM button several times until the number 

of the index signal to be erased is displayed. 
3 Press u R E '  or w FF. 
4 Within approx. 10 seconds, while the tape is being 

played back, press INDEX ERASE. 

While the index signal 
is being erased. 
I 

IND X- I+ 
After the erasure, normal playback will begin. 



ADVANCED OPERATION! 

BETA HI-FI AUDIO RECORDING 

RECOR )M YOI SYSTEM 

To mnect the VCR to your audio system, see page a. 
Set the switches as shown below. To start recording, insert . 
a cassette and slide REC to the right. 

Manually adjust REC LEVEL so that the 
first red element lights up only at the 
hlghest slgnal level. 

REC LEV -2 LE. d~ -4030 20 m 5 3 I o 2 5 
R RIGHT 

Audio system 

REC MODE -mIs, ma or mm 
m I s  SHB -. ON 
(only for mI s recording 

(according to the line inputs - ON connected to the audio system) 

AUDIO MONITOR When recording from an FM tuner, - BETA HI-FI and set MPX FILTER to ON. 
STEREO (If your FM tuner has an internal 

MPX filter, set to OFF.) 



FM SIMULCAST RECORDING 
- - -  - .  --- . ---7 - -- - - - - -  - -  - -  

By connecting an FM tuner to the LINE IN 1 or 2 AUDIO 
FROM YOUR AUDIO SYSTEM" on page 49. 

4 Set the other switches and controls as in "RECORDING 
jacks besides the CATV cable connection, you can record 
a cable TV program with stereo sound, such as MTV The picture of the cable TV program and the sound from 
(music TV), whose audio signals are divided into the FM the FM tuner are recorded on the video track. The sound of 
tuner from the cable. the cable TV program is recorded on the conventional 
For FM simulcast recording, press INPUT SELECT so that audio track. 
"SIMUL" appears in the display window. 

INPUT SELECT 
+ SIMUL 

TIMER-ACTIVATED FM RECORDING 

Connect the audio system to the AC OUTLET on 

Set the AC OUTLET selector to SW. 

1 3 Turn on the recorder and the audio system. I 
1 4 Tune in the desired FM station on the FM tuner. - I 

00 000 maD;Q += 1 - 0 0 0 8 0 -  0 
to AC OUTLET 

t U 

Audio system 

5 Insert a cassette and set the timer on the recorder. 
See page 42. 
The setting of the controls is the same as in 
"RECORDING FROM YOUR AUDIO SYSTEM" on 
page 49. 

At the preset turn-on time, the recorder and the audio 
system will be turned on and recording will start. 



PCM RECORDING AND PLAYBACK 
Connect a PCM digital audio processor as shown below. 

to LINE OUT 
1 VlDEOlPCM VMGlS (optional) 

Audio system 
DATASCREEN 

-, ON - PCM 
l N PUT SELECT 
-, LINE L1 or L2 

For optimum results, use a video cassette with a model 
number of LMX] or below (L-250, L-125, etc.) and select the 
tape speed WIs or mI. 
For details, refer to the instruction manual furnished with 
the digital audio processor. 

Notes 
If you intend to play back on a VCR with SUPER 
BETA set to "OFF or on other nonSuperBeta VCRs, 
set SUPER BETA to "OFF" when making your PCM 
recordings. Otherwise, the sound may be muted. 
When MPX FILTER is set to PCM and playback 
starts, the data screen display will disappear 
automatically. The display will not appear by setting 
MPX FILTER to ON or OFF after the playback. To 
recall it, press DATA SCREEN. 



CAMERA RECORDING 

I ne camera must conform ro American TV (EIA) 
standards. 
The use of a Sony HVA-220 AC adaptor is required. 

Sony color video camera 

AC adaptor 
HVA-220 

Set I N W  SELECT to LINE L1. 
To start recording, slide @ REC to the right. Once the 
recording is started, you can stop (pause) and start the 
recording with the tape runlstop button on your camera as 
well as with IIIM PAUSEISTILL on the VCR or on the 
Remote Commander. 
To stop the recording completely, press STOP on the 
VCR or the Remote Commander. 

To tape an animated program of your own, follow the steps 
below. 

1 Shoot an object, a doll for example, with your camera 
for seveml seconds, then set the VCR in the recording 
pause mode with IIIW PAUSUSTILL 

2 Move the object a little and slide REC of the VCR to 
the right or press REC of the Remote Commander. 
A very short recording of approximately seven frames 
will be made and then the VCR will automatically go 
into the pause mode again. 

Repeat Step 2 as many times as you like. 

- 
Notes 

This function can also be used when recording from 
the TV. 
The picture may be a little distorted and a noise may 
be heard when the frame-by-frame recordings are 
played back continuously. 
If the VCR is kept in the pause mode for more than 
about 8 minutes, the pause mode will be 
automatically released and the tape will stop. 

When such recordings are played back continuously, the 
object will seem as if It is moving. 



TITLE RECORDING 
You can create up to 8 titles using alphabet, numerals and 
several symbols, and retain them in the memory. The 
preset titles can be recorded on a tape or inserted or 
superimposed while editing the picture. 

Example of a title 
r m 

SUMMER '86 
f 

- 

The buttons for title recording 
are marked with a yellow line. 

SELECTION OF A TITLE PAGE - I 
In the VCR memory, there are page 0 (KLdata S C ~  Ress DATA SCREEN. Page 0 will appear. 
display) and title pages 1 through 8. On each title page, 2 Press TITLE INSEN. Page 0 will be set to title setting 
you can create a deslred title. mode. 

3 Press CHECKIPAGE. Each time the button is pressed, 
the title page changes by one. 

ML setting chart 
to 1 1- WED AM 1415 

BACK: 0:WOOM 

Page 0 setting Title setting mode 
mode 

BACK: rn SIZE:l PAGE 2 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

A 

lNacrl 
- - - - - - - - 

I v I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

10 1 1988 WED AM 10:15 

TITLE 

0:OoO:OO 
I A 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Title setting 
standby mode 

* I 

I !m I 
I 
I 

PAGE2 

ICHECK) 

w 

ICHECI(J 
C 

I 
I 

1 
L ------ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' 

PAGE 1 

I 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
1 1 

/ 10 1 1- WED !M 1015 1x1 ' 7 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
C 

DISPLAY Title recording 
I 
I * OFF standby mode 
I 
I 
I 0m:oo:m 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

Page 0 
I 

I 
I 

L ------------------------- 2 ---------- J 

-- - 
PAGE8 

I 
I 

1 
I ------------- 



SETTING A TITLE 

1 Press DATA SCREEN if the data screen display is 
turned off. 

2 TITLE INSEFIT. 

3 RBSS CHECWPAGE until the desired page appears. 

4 Press NEXT. 
The cursor will blink on the screen. 

Cursor 

Select the background of characters by turning 5 JOG. 

BACK 3- $IZE = 1 PAGE 2 
' 

with black outline 

with black background 

Then press NEXT. 

6 select the character size by turning JOG. 

Then press NEXT. 

7 Set the characters one by one with JOG and NEXT. 
(See "Usable characters" on page 55.) 
Keep NEXT pressed to move the cursor 
continuously. 

24 char. 

To create a title on another page, repeat steps 3 to 7. 

8 After setting titles, press CHECKIPAGE so that the 
title created blinks or press DATA SCREEN to turn 
off the data screen display. 

To change a pmet character d u r n  setting 
1 Press BACK to go back or NEXT to advance the cursor 

to the position of the character to be changed. 
2 Set a new character with JOG and press NEXT. 

To erase a preset character during setting 
1 Move the cursor to the position of the character to be 

erased with BACK or NEXT. 
2 Press CLEAR to erase the character. 

Keeping CLEAR pressed will erase the characters 
continuously. 

.To set a title on the Mack sawn 
Before step 1 above, set BLACK SCREEN inside the front 
panel to ON. 
After setting the title, be sure to reset the switch to OFF. 



SETTING PAGE 0 
-- . - .  

The display on page 0 can also be recorded or inserted 
onto a tape. You can set only the desired items to be 
displayed. 

5 Select if the date is to be displayed or not. By 
turning JOG, the date disappears and appears on 
the screen. 
Then press NEXT. 

,I%O 1 1986 WED AM 10:15 

BACK 1 0:0053300 

6 

T' 
Select if the clock is to be displayed or not by 
turning JOG. 
Then press NEXT. 

BACK = 1 OfJ0:00:00 

7 Select if the tape counter is to be displayd or not 
by turning JOG. 
Then press NEXT. 

10 1 1986 WED AM 10:15 

BACK = 1 --,8:00:00:00 

After setting, press DATA SCREEN to turn off the data 
screen display. 

1 ~ e s s  DATA SCREEN. page o will appear. 

Clock 

10 1 1986 WED AM 10:15 

Tape counter 

2 Press TITLE INSERT. Page 0 will be set to title 
setting standby mode (The word 'TITLF' appears). 

3 Press NEXT. 
The cursor will blink on the screen. 

10 1 1986 WED AM 10:15 

BACK O:W:WOO I cursor 

Select the background of characters by turning 4 JOG. 

B!ank 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U  

BJank Full 
V W X Y Z :  D ?  I I I l l l l  [ O * ' + l l O .  
+ I  r B  

Space 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : X ,  - . I 

BACK = 1 

BACK = 2 

When you turn JOG clockwise, the characters change from 
left to right in the order above, and by turning 
counterclockwise, in the reverse direction. 
The letter A appears first. To select a letter of the alphabet, 
turn JOG clockwise. To s e k t  a numeral, turn it 
counterclockwise. 

White character 
with black outline 

White character 
with black background 

Then press NEXT. 

10 1 1986 WED AM 10:15 

BACK =,I, OM:OO$Xl 

Blank 

space 

FUII 

BACK = 1 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ l k ! l  

BI70R 

Bxml 

BACK = 2 

El cw 

Ram 



.E 

The arm can ~e recorded with me DlacK oackgrauna or 
together with the picture. When recording with the picture, 
prepare the video recording source. (For connections, see 
page 61 .) 

Locate the point on the tape where you want to start Recording pause 1 recording the title and set the recoder in recording 
pause mode. -&!+- - 

- -- 

2 Display the desired title page by pressing TITLE 
INSERT and CHECKIPAGE. See page 53. 
The title will blink (title recording standby mode). 

3 To record the title with black background, set BLACK 
SCREEN inside the front panel to ON. 
To record the title t%ether with the picture, keep it at 
OFF. 

BLACKSCREEN 

- - -  

4 Press TITLE INSERT. TITLE Lights steadily. 
Blinking of the title will stop. 

5 Press 111- PAUSEISTILL to release recording pause mode. 
Recording will begin. 

6 To stop remrding the title, press IIIHI PAUSEISTILL 

7 Reset BLACK SCREEN to OFF if it is set to ON. 

8 Press DATA SCREEN to turn off the data screen display. 

9 Press l l / M  PAUSUSTILL to resume picture recording. 
- 



Notes 
After recording the title, be sure to reset BLACK 
SCREEN to OFF. If it is set to ON, only the black 
screen will be recorded. 
A noisy recording will result if BLACK SCREEN is set 
to ON and OFF without pressing IIIbl4 
PAUSEISTILL. Use IIIbl4 PAUSEISTILL as 
described. 
The frame digits of the tape counter recorded may 
not be displayed correctly. 

To record two or m m  titles successively 
After step 6 above, proceed as follows: 
6 Press TITLE INSERT. The title will blink. 
7 Press CHECKlPAGE to display the desired title. 
8 Press TITLE INSERT to stop blinking of the title. 
9 Press I I IMPAUSEISTILL to resume recording. 

To change to the next title, press IIIbl4 PAUSEISTILL and 
repeat steps 6 through 9. 

Instant title recording 
1 Display the title on the screen and keep the title 

blinking. 
2 Slide REC to the right to start picture recording. 
3 At the point where you want to superimpose the title, 

press TITLE INSERT. 
The title will be recorded together with the picture. 

4 To stop recording the title, press DATA SCREEN or 
TITLE INSERT again. 
The picture recording will continue. 



TAPE EDITING 
To edit a home movie tape, you need two video cassette 
recorders. 

If your other VCR is a Sony VCR equipped with control 
terminals, see page 59 for further systematic operations. 

Television programs, films, video tapes and other 
matdals may be copyrighted. 
Unauthorized duplication of such material may be 
contrary to the provisions of the copyright laws. 

Avoid repetition of editing tapes, as the picture and tone 
quality will be impaired noticeably for newly edited 

6 Connecting cord (supplied) /LI Signal flow 

VMGlS (optional) 
\ 

to LINE OUT to LINE OUT 
SL-HF1000 (for playback) AUDIO VlDEOlPCM 

Another VCR 
(for editinp) -. 

+ BETA HI-FI and STEREO 
To the SAP sound, If you want to edit a prerecorded tape onto another VCR 

ON A LBmA to NORM. EDIT + ON with the title being superimposed, connect the VCR to be 
-. ON used for editing to the MONITOR OUT jacks of this VCR. 

HOME MOVIE HER VCR TO THE SL-HF1000 :,~w 
'I nis untrs rlying erase head ~IIOWS continuous recomrngs 
without disturbance. When editing with another Betarnax 
VCR, use this unit for editing and the other VCR for 
playback 

\ to LlNE IN 

1000 to VIDEO OUT 

AUDIO MONITOR 
+ BETA HI-FI and STEREO 

for monitoring the sound 

+ ON to be recorded 

58 

cord 

OUT 



VARIOUS TAPE EDITING MODES 
This VCR is equipped with various functions for easy and highly-accurate tape editing. If another Sony 
VCR with intercomponent control terminals is used with this VCR, further editing facilities are available. 

MANUAL 
AUDIO1 VlDEOKlTLE 
INSERT EDlTlNG 

AUTOMATIC 
AUDlOlVlDEO 
INSERT EDITING 

AUTOMATIC 
ASSEMBLE EDITING 

1 Use 

To add music or narration onto a 
prerecorded tape. 
To replace part of a prerecorded tape with a 
new picture and sound. 
To insert the title created with this VCR onto 
a prerecorded tape 

To insert a new scene onto a prerecorded tape 

To record up to 8 scenes on a tape succesively 

Another SL-HF1000 7- 

Equipment to be used with 

Insert source player (video camera, 
another VCR, tape recorder, 
microphone, etc.) 

Sony VCR with control terminals 7 

Page 

60 

being played back. 

PRE-ROLL EDITING For automatic insert and assemble editings L l  Another SL-HF1000 
with high accuracy 1 

Assemble editing 

73 

Original tape 

Insert editing 

Original tape 

0 
I 

I 

Notes in the recording at the editing points 
If editing is made from a tape with mI , mil and 
mm recordings mixed, the picture and sound may be 
distorted at the starting and ending points of editing. 
At the starting and ending points, recording on the 
conventional audio track will be muted by a few 
seconds. 
A noise may be heard at the starting and ending 
points of the editing made when an edited tape is 



MANUAL INSERT EDITING 
You can easily insert ( m d )  new sound, picture and 
title onto a prerecorded tape. 

Y- 

Insert 

Audlo Insert: lnserting new sound (monaural) on the 
conventional audio track (The original picture and Beta 
hl-fi sound on the video track will remain) 

Vkleo insert lnserting new picture andlor Beta hi-fi sound 
on the video track (The original sound on the 
conventional audio track will remain) 

Audlo and vldeo insert Inserting new sound and picture 
onto both the video and conventional audio tracks 

Tltle insert lnserting the title created with this VCR and 
new picture (and Beta hi-fi sound) on the video track (The 
original picture will be erased.) 

To monitor the sound during Insertion a after the insertion 
Select the sound you want to listen to by setting the 
AUDIO MONITOR BETA HI-FIIMIXINORM selector. 

NORM: for the sound on the conventional audio track 
only 

MIX: for the sounds on the video and conventional audio 
tracks 

BETA HI-FI: for the sound on the video track only 

Audio insert 

Video insert 

Audio and 
video insert 

Title insert 

Newly inserted 
T a u r a l  sound 

audio track 

JJWP,IOOO. GOO. 0000 I IJJJJ~ OJ 

Video track 

Newly inserted picture andlor 
Beta hi-fi sound 

Newly inserted monaural sound 

Newly inserted picture andlor 
Beta hi-fi sound 

. .... . .......... .. -.--.- ..-. 

Inserted title and picture 
(and sound) 



CONNECTION AND PREPARATION 

etc, tape recorder, 
etc. 

t Audio insert source I Audlolvideo insert source 

* For inserting the sound from a microphone, set INPUT 
SELECT to any position. When a microphone is connected to 
the MIC jack, the sound from it will always be recorded on 
the conventional audio track. 



SL-H F1000 
(for edlting) 

1 Play back the tape on which you want to make 
insertion. 

2 Locate the point where you want to stop-the 
insertion, and set the unit to playback pause mode. 
For accurate searching, use JOGISHUTTLE. 

I D *I 0 0  

3 Press COUNTER RESET. 
The ending point is registered as counter zero. 

U H  U U L I U ~ U ~ S  

4 Locate the polnt where you want to start the 
insertion, and set the unit to playback pause mode. 

nu ~AI 

pq 

5 Press INSERT. 
For "audio insert", press AUDIO INSERT. 
For "video insert", press VlDEO INSERT. 
For "audlo and video insert", press both AUDIO and 
VlDEO INSERT. 

Appears when 

When VlDEO INSERT is pressed, the unit will be set to EE 
mode and the picture of the insert source will appear on the 
TV screen. 

6 Start playing the insert source. 

7 Press IIIu PAUSEISTILL 
The insertion will start. 

At the counter zero point, the insertion will stop. 
The SL-HF1000 will be set to stop mode. 

To stop Insertion momentarily, press 111w PAUSE1 
STILL To resume it, press the same button again. 

To stop the ongdng Inser#on, press STOP. 



tor mating the title, see page 54. 

Videolaudlo Insert source 

SL-H F1000 
(for editing) 

Locate the ending point and then the starting point 1 of the insertion and set the unit to playback pause 
mode. Follow steps 1 through 4 of "AUDIOIVIDEO 
INSERT OPERATION". 

Press VIDEO INSERT (and AUDIO INSERT if 

INSE#T 

3 Press TITLE INSERT. 

TITLE 
INSERT 

21: INSERT 

4 Press CHECWPAGE to display the title to be 
inserted. 
The title will blink 

5 Press TITLE INSERT to stop blinking the title. 

TITLE 
INSERT cv 

SUMMER '86 bi 
6 start playing the insert source. 

- 

7 Press lllM PAUSEISTILL The title will be 
inserted onto the picture. 

At the counter zero point, the insertion will stop and the 
unit will be set to stop mode. 

To turn off the tltle, press DATA SCREEN. 

To reset to normal data screen dlsplay, press DATA 
SCREEN again. 



To Insert the title with black backgmund 
After displaying the desired title on the screen (step 4 
above), set BLACK SCREEN inside the front panel to ON. 
Then press TITLE INSERT and IlI~l4 PAUSUSTILL to 
start insertion. 
After the insertion, be sure to reset BLACK SCREEN to 
OFF. 

BLACK SCREEN 

To superimpose the title on the prrwlecorded picture 
Play back the prerecorded tape on the connected VCR and 
insert the title while editing the picture onto a new tape on 
this VCR. 

Notesoninsertion 
If the safety tab of the cassette has been removed, the 
DDl indicator will blink in the display window when the 
INSERT button in pressed. 
If BLACK SCREEN is set to ON and OFF when the unit 
is not set to playback pause mode, a noisy recording 
will result. Be sure to use IIIW PAUSEISTILL as 
described above. 



AUTOMATIC INSERT EDITING 
By connecting another SL-HF1000, audiolvideo insert can 
be made, by activating playback startlstop on one VCR in 
synchronization with recording startlstop on the other VCR. 

"Audio insert", "video insert", or "audio and yideo insert" 
can be made with this operation. (See page 60 for insert 
modes.) 

Insert source taper 

Tape after 
insertion 

NECTION AND PREPARATION - 

EDIT - ON DATASCREEN 

to 

TV or color rnonltor 

When a TV or cola monltor Is not connected to the SL- 
HF1000 for playback 
Press EE on the SL-HF1000 for editing to view the picture 
being played back. 

- op-ting 
Play back the tape on which insertion will be made and 
adjust the tracking at the portions on the tape near the 
starting and ending points of insertion on the VCR for 
editing. 
For pre-roll operation, control signals should have been 
recorded for at least 15 seconds before the insertion 
starting points on both tapes. If required, record the 
control signal before insert operation. 



- Control signal d 
VCR f!r playback I Audiolvideo 

1 Insert a cassette on which you want to make 
insertion into the VCR for editing. 

2 Insert the insert source cassette into the VCR for 
playback. 

3 Press INSERT. 
For "audio insert", press AUDIO. 
For "video insert", press VIDEO. 
For "audio and video insert", press both AUDIO and 
VIDEO INSERT. 

INSERT 
AUDIO VIDEO - 

Appears when AUDIO 

0:15/47!0?0 0 :  15:47:01 

I VCR for editing 

1 
r 

3 5,7 9 

4 On the VCR for editing, locate the point on the tape 
where you want to start the insertion, and set the 
VCR to playback pause mode. 
For accurate searching, use JOGISHUTTLE. 

5 Press EDIT MARK 

The starting point 

V INS STARFEND- 
0:23:15:22 6:(22: 1 5 : ~ ~  

0 : w :  m : w  

Blinks. 



6 Locate the point on the tape where you want to 
stop the insertion, and set the VCR for editing to 
playback pause mode. 

7 Press EDIT MARK 

The ending point is now memorized. 

V INS START ,kkd- 
o 23 15 n +at 8 57 29 

Lights. Shows the dura ion 
of the insertion 
to be made. 

8 On the VCR for playback, locate the starting point 
of the scene to be inserted, and set the VCR to 
playback pause mode. 

9 Press EDlT START on the VCR for editing. 
Insertion will start. 

EDlT START 

At the preset ending point, the Insertion will stop 
automatically. Both VCRs will be set to playback pause 
mode. 

Notes 
When insertion is made onto an unrecorded portlon 
of a tape, the slow motion playback picture may be 
noisy at the ending point of the insertion. 
If there is an unrecorded partion between the starting 
and ending points, insertion will stop earlier than the 
preset ending point by the amount of the unrecorded 
portion. 

To stop the ongdng insertion, press a STOP on the VCR 
for editing. 



AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLE EDITING 
By connecting another Sony VCR equipped with control 
terminals, up to 8 desired scenes of the original tape can 
be "assembled" (recorded) onto another tape successibly. 
Simply press one button to start the assemble editing. 
Recording startlstop on the other VCR is activated 
automatically, synchronized with playback startlstop on the 
SL-H F1000. 

Original tape 

Newly assembled 
tape 

SL-HF1 000 
(for playback) 

-- Select the sound 
to be edited 
(See below.) 

SL-HFlOOO TV or color monitor TV or color monltor 
(for editing)* to MONITOR OUT 

* When uslng another Sony VCR model, connect the Eel- V m l  
CONTROL S OUT or CAMERA REMOTE OUT (EDIT) jack on For preroll operation, control signals should have been 
the SL-HF1000 to the CONTROL S IN or CAMERA REMOTE recorded for at least 15 S ~ C ~ ~ I ~ S  before the starting points 
IN jack on the other VCR. of the a~tomatlc assemble editing on bath tapes. If 
Use the SL-HF1000 for playback. Automatic assemble edltlng required, record the control before operating the 
wlll be carried w t  with this connection, but pre-roll will not 
operate. 

automatic assemble editing. 



To selsct the sound to be edited 
The AUDIO MONITOR BETA HI-FIIMIXINORM and UR 
selectors select the sound to be output from the LINE OUT 
and MONITOR OUT AUDIO jacks. 
Set the selectors according to the sound of the original 
tape which you want to record onto a new tape. 



OPERATION 

1 Insert a cassette on which you want to record 
edited scenes into the VCR for editing. 

2 Insert the original cassette (edit source cassette) 
Into the VCR for playback 

3 Press EDIT ASSEMBLE 

ASSEMBLE EDIT 

Scene number 

q E W S T A R T  - END -, ,53. fi b'~ 1 53 30 08 
) - - - - - - - L A P  0  00 00 W 

On the VCR for playback, locate the staiting point 4 of scene 1 observing the playback picture, and set 
the VCR to playbeck pause mode. 
For accurate searching, use JOGISHUITLE. 

When AUDIO MONITOR is set to NORM, the sound 
recorded on the comtional audio track will be heard 
while JOGISHUITLE is being turned. 

b 

5 Press COUNTER RESET. 
The starting point of scene 1 is registered as 
counter zero. 

6 ~ e e s  EDIT MARK. 

EDIT 

The starting point is 
now memorized. 

ASSEM START 

, - - -  - - L A P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Blinks. 

7 Locate the ending point of scene 1 and set the 
VCR for playback to playback pause mode. 

- 7 

p7-q 
1 

* 

Scene 1 

00 



8 Press EDIT MARK 

EDlT 

T 
Lights. I-, 

O M 0 0 0 0 6  0 0 0 3 7 0 9  

@a u ~ u u . 3 7  LAP o 00 37 10 

The ending point 
is now memorized. 

9 a 

ASSEM START - END 
0 0 0 B b S b  0 0 0 3 7 0 9  

LAP o 00 37 10 

For other scenes, repeat steps 4,6,7 and 8 to set the 
starting and ending points in the memory. Up to 8 scenes 
can be preset. 

Ex. When 6 scenes have been preset 

Shows the total duration 
of all the preset scenes. 

9 On the VCR for editing, locate the point on the tape 
where you want to start editing and set the VCR to 
playback pause mode (or recording pause.mode 
when the VCR for editing is not SL-HF1000). 

When editing from the beginning of the tape, set the 
starting point where the tape has advanced for 10 
seconds or more from the beginning. 

10 Press EDlT START on the VCR for playback. 
Automatic assemble editing will start. 
The scenes will be edited automatically in the 
preset order. 

EDlT START 

% 
When all the scenes have been edited, both VCRs will be 
set to playback pause mode. 

To @tap the autmatk amamble editing monmtadly, press 
IIIDM PAUSUSTILL To resume the editing, press EDIT 
START. 

To change the prevlwsly m t  ltenrs during prr#ietthrg, 
press BACK until the desired item blinks, and then locate 
the correct point and press EDIT MARK. 

To cancel the aubmatk assemMe eclitlng mode, press 
EDIT ASSEMBLE. The memory of the preset scenes will be 
erased. 

Note 
Automatic assemble editing is not possible for the two 
scenes between which searching time takes more than 8 
minutes. 

FOR ACCURATE PRESEITING OF EDITING 
.IN= 

The preset starting and ending points may shift 
slightly after the tape has been advanced rapidly, 
stopped and rewound repeatedly for locating those 
points. 
To minimize the shift, proceed as follows: 
1 Before presetting the starting point of scene 1, 

press COUNTER RESET to register that point as 
counter zero. 

2 Preset all the required scenes. 
3 Locate the starting point of scene 1 again, 

accurately to the extent of a frame, by observing 
the playback picture. 

4 Press COUNTER RESET. 
5 Press EDIT START to start the automatic assemble 

editing. 
If you stop the tape with STOP when presetting an 
editing point, the editing point will be shifted. To 
correct the shift, locate the starting polnt of scene 1 
again and press COUNTER RESIT. 

i 



AFTER PRESETTING THE EDITING POINTS 1 -- . - 7.- . '- .- - 
-before psdng EDIT START 

Tocheckthepmetedltlngpoints 
Press CHECWPAGE. 
Every time CHECKIPAGE is pressed, the starting and 
ending points of each scene will be displayed and the 
scene number will blink. 

CHECKlPAGE 

\ I #  
A S S E v T A q -  END 

1 : 1 6 : ~ ~ : $  '3 1: 15: 17:22 
1234S!tt,7\'W 1: 17:35:07 

To change the edithrg pdnts 
1 Press CHECKlPAGE repeatedly until the desired scene 

number blinks. 
2 Press EDIT ASSEMBLE. 

The START indicator will blink 
3 Locate the new starting point using JOGISHUTTLE, 

while observing the playback picture, and set the unit to 
playback pawe mode. 
(If the starting point is not to be changed, skip this 
step.) 

4 Press EDIT MARK 
The END indicator will blink 

5 Locate the new ending point using JOGISHUTTLE and 
set the unit to playback pause mode. 
(If the ending point is not to be changed, skip this step.) 

6 Press EDIT MARK 



PRE-ROLL EDITING 
"Preroll" is to run the original tape and a tape to be edited Prerdl operation is carried out in automatic insert editlng 
for several seconds before the preset editing starting point. and automatic assemble editing, only when two SL-HF1000 
During this period of pre-roll, two VCRs are fully controlled are used and the CONTROL T jacks are connected. 
for synchronized operations, thus making possible highly 
accurate editing with a maximum error of 3 frames per 
scene. 

VK-1000T (optional) 

CONTROL T I 1 CONTROL T 

SL-H F1000 SL-HF1000 

PLAYER RECORDER 

I Tape -b I I  ape + I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

Press EDIT START. 
\ I 
r I 

The tapes are rewound. . 
, 

5 sec, The tapes pausea at 5 sec. prior to the starting 
I point. 

Pause I (i* 
I 

The tapes start running at normal speed. 
\ 

Editing is corried out from the starting point 
to the ending point. 

, 
The tapes stop 2 sec. after the ending point. 

< 
r 

The tape en the recorder is rewound to the 
encflng point. 

Note 
For prwoil operation, control signals should have been 
recorded for at least 15 seconds before the editing starting 
points on both tapes. When using an unrecorded tape for 
editing, record the control signal before editing, simply by 
setting the VCR to recording mode without connecting 
vidsolaudio signals. 

Note on tape transport after the endlng pdnt 
In automatic assemble editing, recording continues for two 
seconds after the editing ending point. Then, the tape will be 
rewound to the ending point and wili pause. 
On the other hand, in automatic insert editing, recording 
stops at the editing ending point. Then the tape wili be 
played back for two seconds, rewound to the ending point, 
and will pause. 
For this reason, if the automatic assemble editing is carried 
out on part of a prerecorded tape, the part of the tape 
immeditately after the newly inserted scene wili be erased 
and the picture wili be distorted. Use insert editing to insert 
a scene between recordings. 



SIMPLE EDITING 
You can simply start and stop editing without marking the 
editing points. Use two SL-HF1000s and connect the 
CONTROL T jacks. 
For the connection, see page 85. 

1 Press EDIT ASSEMBLE on the playback VCR 
2 Locate the starting point of the scene on the playback 

VCR and set the VCR to playback pause mods. 
3 Locate the point at whkh editlng b to start on the editlng 

VCR and set the VCR to playback pause mode. 
4 R.ess EDIT STAFIT on the playback VCR 

Assemble editing will start 
5 On the playback VCR, decide the ending point by 

obwming the picture on the monitor screen and press 
IlIbM PAUSOSTlLL 

The playback VCR will be set to playback pause made in 
2seconda 
The editing VCR rewinds the tape to the ending point and 
then is set to playback pause mode. 

To edit another scene, press EDIT ASSEMBLE to relslase 
assemble editing mode and prerss it again. 

1 Press VIDEO andlor AUDIO INSERT button on the 
editing VCR. 

2 Locate the point at which editing is to start on the 
edltlng VCR and set the VCR to playback pause mode. 

3 Locate the starting point of the scene to be inserted on 
the playback VCR and set the VCR to playback pause 
mode. 

4 Press EDIT START on the editing VCR. 
Insert edklng will start. 

5 On the editing VCR, decide the ending point by 
observing the picture on the monitor screen and press 
lllw PAUSEISTILL 

The editing VCR plays the tape back for 2 seconds, 
rewinds the tape to the ending point, and is set to 
playback pause mode. 
The playback VCR will be set to playback pause mode 
in 2 seconds. 

men editing of one scene is finished, the tape on the 
editing VCR is set at the ending point of the previous 
editing. Therefore, you should only mark the starting point 
(and the editing point) of the next scene to be edlted on 
the playback VCR and press EDIT START. This method of 
editing is called "Butt Edit". 

Tape j 1 
for editing 

Scene 1 Scene 2 

I I I , 1 
Starting point Ending point 

(starting point of scene 2) t 
t 

I 
I 

I I 

Original tape 
(on the playback VCR) I 



TAPE EDITING TECHNIQUES 
Tape editing is a simple process that can add much 
enjoyment to viewing of reconled tapes. Through editing, 
you can transfer just the sections of previously recorded 
tapes you want to keep to another tape, add scenes, 
change the order of playback, and otherwise create a final 
video tape with just the contents you want. While the 
arrangement of VCRs and connections for editing is 
previously shown, this section contains hints and tips for 
editing that can make it more interesting and enjoyable- 
not to mention more successful. 

If the input and output terminals or the mccnding head 
become dirty, the signal Is duced sbnificantly. 
Terminals are the entrance and exit points for signals. If 
these terminals become dirty, it is impossible to achieve 
highquality pictures or sound. Therefore, the terminals on 
the back of the VCR should be checked occasionally for 
dirt or corrosion. If any is present, wipe the terminal with 
a dry cloth or cloth slightly dipped in alcohol until it is 
clean. 

MINIMIZING LOSS OF PICTURE AND SOUND 
QUALITY 

m e  loss of picture ana sound quality is an unavoidable 
by-product of editing. However, by making sure that the 
equipment is properly set up and adjusted, and by 
selecting proper tape types, the edited tape will be barely 
distinguishable from the originals. 

nrst press the VCR's ~ ~ r r  krtton to turn on the  ED^ 
Indicator. 
The EDIT button is located inside the front panel. For 
normal operation, the EDIT indicator should be off, but 
when another VCR is connected for tape editing, press 
EDIT to turn on the indicator. 

Generally, for accurate playback of a tape's recorded 
signals on a TV or monitor, the VCR electrically rectifies 
the signal. When the EDlT button is set to off, this 
functlon is engaged. HW8Wr, the playback rectification 
from the original VCR is not needed when the signal is 
being recorded onto a tape in another VCR; in fact, 
overrectification can result. Therefore, when you press the 
EDIT button to turn on the EDIT indicator, you're 
cancelling the VCR's rectification circuit. This allows 
direct recording of the original signal onto the tape in the 
second VCR. 
What's more, when the vldeo playback signal from 
another VCR is edited on this VCR with the EDIT button 
engaged, editing faults such as color shift can be 
reduced. 
The SL-HFl Ws EDlT button, in conjunction with the 
SUPER BETA switch (ON) which produces higher 
recording quality, this VCR is ideally suited for editing. 

Also, if the video head becomes soiled wlth dust or 
magnetic particles, the S/N (signal-to-ndse) ratio will drop 
and picture and sound quality will be reduced. Since the 
head can be dirty even if it looks clean, it should be 
cleaned once every two or three months if the VCR is 
used frequently, using a Sony Video Head Cleaning 
Cassette L-25CL or similar product. 
When the head has been used for about 1,W hours, it 
should be checked by a qualified technician. For details, 
consult a Sony dealer or contact your nearest authorkd 
service facility. 

Useshortconnectioncords 
The longer the connection cords, the greater the signal 
loss will be. To minimize signal loss, use the shortest 
cords possible. 

Don't forget tracking adjustment 
When playing back tapes recorded on other VCRs, adjust 
the picture for the best quality using the TRACKING 
NORMAL control. Use the TRACKING SLOW control for 
adjustment when playback is slower than normal (115 or 
slower), such as when the JOG dial, SHUrrLE ring, or 
Remote Commander are used. If tracking is not adjusted 
properly, noise will be excessive, and if edited onto 
another tape, it will be even more severe on the latter. 
When editing, the position of the tracking control on the 
recording VCR should be set to the mark or to the spot in 
the middle where it stops naturally when turned. 

r TRACKING 1 
NORMAL SLOW 



use m u e H i t y  tapes 
The higher the quality of the tape, the better the quality of 
both the original recording and edited versions will be. If 
highquality tape, such as those of the Sony HG or PROX 
type, is used, color loss will be reduced along with editing 
marks in the edited tape. 

Helpful assistants In \lldeo Enhancer and Color 
Corrector 
With just a little attention to proper setup and adjustment, 
you'll be able to maximize the picture quality of your edited 
tapes. But if you're not satisfied with the quality of the 
picture, you may want to consider using a video enhancer 
and color corrector to achieve higher quality, more 
sophisticated recordings. 

Plavback VCR 

The video enhancer modulates the playback picture to 
rectify the picture's loss in quality. When the signal is 
being sent from one VCR to another, the most easily lost 
part of the signal is the portion that contains the 
information on picture details, especially in the high 
frequency range. 

When the Information on picture details is reduced, picture 
contours are lost. The video enhancer, then, strengthens 
the information in the highfrequency signal range to 
enhance picture quality. Even plctures taken with a camera 
that is out of focus can be made to appear sharper when 
edited using a video enhancer. 

As the pictures below show, shade (or colors) can be 
added to the original using the color corrector to achieve 
special effects. 

Shade (or colors) added 
with the color corrector to 
create an instant sunset. 

In addition, you can use the color corrector for other 
purposes-for example, If you want to insert a scene 
you've taken by camera into scenes of recorded TV 
programs, you can balance the colors to create smooth, 
natural transitions. 

Sony video color corrector XV-W has a negative1 
positive color switching function in addition to enhancer 
and corrector functions to make video editing even more 
convenient and enjoyable. 

Sony Video Color Corrector XV-5000W 

On the other hand, the color corrector allows independent 
adjustment of color tint and density. 
Colors which have become thinner after editing can be 
restored to near thelr original density, and colors that were 
incorrectly recorded by camera due to errors in setting the 
white balance or filter attachment can be rectified using 
the color corrector. 



* .- -- - - 
THE IDEAL: EFFICIENT EDITING ADDING A SOUND TRACK 1 

The editing method of collecting just those scenes that 
have been recorded by camera or from the television is 
called ASSEMBLE editing, while replacing unwanted 
scenes with scenes from other tapes is called INSERT 
editing. Selecting scenes for recording on another tape 
using another VCR or inserting scenes into tapes with 
smooth transitions from the previous scene to the 
following scene-both require visual sensitivity and 
imagination. And to develop these important talents, 
nothing is more important than the experience gained in 
editing many tapes. "Efficient editing" is the foundation of 
ail your editing operations. 

Don't "00 Easy" on Edltlng 
Most of us have special feelings for certain scenes, 
especially favorite scenes that we have taken ourseleves, 
and are very reluctant to leave them out of the final edited 
tape. But however 'beautiful' a scene may be, if it is too 
long, or is out of context wlth the previous and following 
scenes, it will detract from the overali quality of the 
recording. Scenes that have no meaning in the overall 
context of the tape, or are out of place, are best 
eliminated. Although this is not always easy, you should be 
decisive and consistent in editing, eliminating scenes 
which do not contribute to making the best edited tape 
possible-no matter how good they may be individually. 
"Efficient editing" concerns more than skillfully eliminating 
unneccessary scenes-It's also important to think about 
how to present images which tell your story clearly and in 
an easily understood way. 
Inevitably, this involves improving your camera-work skills. 
An example illustrates this best. 

Adding a sound track enhances the drama of your tapes. 
By adding narrations to scenes recorded either by camera 
or from the TV, or by putting in background music, you can 
make your tapes far more interesting. 
The SL-HFlOOCI's audio insert function lets you record over 
the original sound track myour tapes to record just the 
sound you want. If your original tape was recorded in Beta 
hi-fi, you can listen to either the original track or the 
inserted track, or both at the same time. 

Use the REC (mcordlng) LEVEL contrd to balance lhre 
-ings 
Making the best possible live recordings is an important 
part of video. However, when you record sound while 
shooting, annoying extraneous sounds may be included, or 
you may discover while editlng, that a quiet scene is 
quickly followed by jarringly noisy one. Unfortunately, these 
problems occurs all too often. But by using the SL-HF1000 
or any other VCR with a REC (recording) LNEL control as 
the recording VCR, you can adjust the sound level together 
with the video signal during editing. To do this, use 
headphones while editing @lug into the VCR's 
HEADPHONES jack) and reduce the volume with the REC 
LEVEL control w e n  unwanted sound or static is heard. 

Playback VCR Recording VCR 
Examples 1 and 2 are both simple scenes of two women 
drinking tea and chatting, but it's easy to see that the way 
in which this scene was shot in example 2 creates a 
stronger impression of the viewer. 



If you are a video enthusiast who enjoys dubbing sound 
onto tapes, skillfully matching the sound and picture 
together, or recording f m  a tape recorder, microphone, or 
two or more sound sources at the same time, you'll get 
best results using a sound mixer. Using a mixer, you can 
easily blend sounds from different sources, such as 
narrations and background music, when adding audio to 
t m .  

Microphone n/ Tape rec -. 

m 
Sound -Mixed d=J 

Playback VCR ! Sound mixer 9 Recording VCR 
i,,-,,,,------J 

Video signals 

The components you connect will depend on the types of 
sound you want to record, but the general configuration 
will look like that in the above diagram. In the case of 
editing the video signal and sound at the same time, as 
the arrows indicate, the video signal only is connected 
directly to the recording VCR, while the audio signal is 
connected to the audio output terminals on the playback 
VCR, passed through the sound mixer, and connected to 
the recording VCR's audio input termials. 
When recording, plug headphones into the recording VCR 
to monitor the sound levels of the audio sources to be 
used, and adjust the level of each using the appropriate 
button or lever on the mixer. To familiarize yourself with 
adding sound using a mixer, it is suggested that you start 
with background music, then add narration, special effects, 
and adjust the sound of each source for best results. 

Whib various points concerning editing have been 
discussed, the important point is how to activate your 
imagination as a producer. With some imagination, you 
can enjoy making all kinds of tapes, such as: 

Compiling scenes from tapes of the family taken wer 
the years to make a video diary of the growth and 
development of children. 
Edit the scenes of a favorite entertainer from your 
recorded tapes to create a "special" all your own. 
Create a "best hits" tape of your favorite baseball team. 
Shoot scenes from a storybook with a camera then add 
a narration to create original picturebook videos. 
Imitate people's voices and dub them wer the orlginal 
sound track to create surprise effects. 
Intersperse scenes taken from the TV with scenes taken 
by camera to make yourself the "star" of your favorite 
TV program. 

These are just a few examples, of course. The SL-HF100(Ys 
insert function, assemble function, and JOG dial allow you 
to achieve a full range of playback effects to create unique 
videos. Why not give it a try! 



USING THE SONY CONTROL SYSTEM 
Besides the automatic insert and assemble editing 
operations, Sony control system allow other 
intercomponent controls of Sony equipment possible. 

If your Sony TV set or component lV tuner is equipped is especially handy for operating the VCR by remote 
with a CONTROL S OUT jack, you can operate the SL- control while watching TV when the two are located apart 
HFlOOO by remote control through the lV or lV tuner. This from each other. 

RK-69A134A (optional) 

1 e 
to CONTROL S I N 4  

to CONTROL S OUTS Ex. KV-20XBR125XBR 

171 1 I Antenna video and - o n  aDI0 1 unnuu audio connections 

w Commander 

EDITING THE RECORDING ON 8MM FORMAT TAPES ONTO m BETA TAPES WITH THE VIDEO EDITINb 
C 

If you own an 8 mm video camera recorder (such as the 
Sony CCDV8) equipped with a Win REMOTE connector, 
you can connact the RM-E1001E100V video editing 
controller between the camera recorder and this VCR for 
easier and much faster tape editing of 8 mm tapes onto 
m Beta format tapes. 

Wlth this controller, you will be able to preset the locations 
of the scenes you want to record (up to 8) in the controller 
and with a press of a button, these scenes will be recorded 
by this VCR automatically in the order preset. 
For details, refer to the instruction manual of the RM- 
E1001E100\1. 

Video and audio connection 



BUILD YOUR OWN AV HOME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM! 

As the number of AV (audidvldeo) components grows, so With all your AV components connected to a system 
does the enjoyment of using them as part of a home center, you can be the director of your own home 
entertainment system. Unfortunately, the complexity of entertainment programming at the flip of a switch. Watch 
connecting all these components and using them TV, listen to the stereo, have programs recorded, edited, or 
effectively also grows. To s o b  this problem, you need a played for your enjoyment-an AV center serves as the 
home AV center. focal point for a whole wide world of entertainment in your 

home. 

Turntable sydem VCR 1 

PCM digital audio processor 

1:. . -1 

SBV5W audlolMdeo seleotor 
Equipped with five line inputs and three line outputs, and 
EDIT buttons for easy tape editing control of two 
components 

TV tuner 
01- (0- 0 1 

AVH65SES hi-fi auddiaMdeo selector 
Eesides five audio and five video components, a 
component TV, a graphic equalizer, and a PCM processor 
can be connected. 
Remote controllable. 



System 
Video recording system 

Rotary two-head helical scanning 
Audio recording system 

Beta hi-fi system (2 channels) 
(Recording on the conventional 
audio track is monaural) 

Video signal EIA standard, NTSC color 
Usable cassettes Cassettes having the mark IB 

w l  lms :  4.0 cmlsec. ( WI only for 
playback) 
IBII : 2.0 cmlsec. 
lBlU : 1.33 cmlsec. 

Maximum recording time 
IBIS: 1 hour 40 min. 
IBI: 3 hours 20 min. 
ram: 5 hours 
(with Sony L830 cassette) 

Fast-forward and rewind time 
Approx. 31k min. (LdOO) 

Audio frequency response 
Beta hi-fi, MPX FILTER OFF 
mls, ran, mm : 20-20,ooo HZ 

Wow and flutter Beta hi-fi ON 
Less than 0.005% WRMS 

Dynamic range Beta hi-fi ON 
More than 90 dB 

Tuner sgctlon 
Channel coverage VHF channels 2 to 13 

UHF channels 14 to 69 
CATV channels 1 to 125 

VHF output signal Channel 3 or 4 (selected) 
75 ohms, unbalanced 

Antenna 750hm antenna terminal for 
VHFIUHF 

Video outputs 

Audio inputs 

Audio outputs 

Inputs and outputs 
Video inputs LINE IN 1,2 VlDEOlPCM 

@hone jack) 
1 Vpp d.5  Vpp, 75 ohms, 
unbalanced, sync negative 
LlNE OUT, MONITOR OUT, 
VIDEOIPCM (phone jack) 
1 Vpp d.5  Vpp, 75 ohms,. 
unbalanced, sync negative 
LlNE IN 1, 2 R-AUDIQL (phono jack) 
-10 dBs_(O dBs = 0.775 Vrms), 
more than 47 k ohms 
LlNE OUT, MONITOR R-AUDIOL 
@horn> jack) 
-10 dBs (at load impedance 
47 k ohms) 
Output impedance more than 
10 k ohms 

CONTROL L spin DIN 
CONTROL T Stereo minijack 
CONTROL S IN Minijack 
CONTROL S OUT Minijack 
CANERA REMOTE IN 

Special minijack 
CAMERA REMOTE OUT (EDIT) 

Special minijack 

Microphone input Minijack 
-60 dBs, for low-impedance 
microphone 

HEADPHONES jack 
Stereo phone jack 
-26 dBs, 8 ohms 

Tlmer sedlon 
Clock Synchronized with the power 

rnuency 
Time indication 12hwr cycle 
Timer setting Only for recording 

8 programs 21 days at max. 
Power back up Self-charging battery incorporated 

Backup duration: Up to 10 mlnutes at 
one time 

General 
Power requirements 120 V AC +lo%, 80 Hz d.5% 
Power consumption 56 W 
AC outlet Max. 200 W 
Operating temperature 

5°C to 40°C (41 OF to 104°F) 
Dimensions Approx. 430 x 125 x 41 1 mm (wlhld) 

(1 7 x 5 x 1 6% inches) 
incl. projecting parts and controls 
Approx. 13.7 kg (30 Ib 4 oz) net Weight 

Remote Commander RMT-148 
Remote control system 

Infrared control 
Power requirements 4.5 V DC, 3 size AA batteries 

(IEC designation Fl6) 
Dimensions Approx. 105 x 40 x 160 mm (wlhld) 

(4iho x l lh  x 6% inches) 
incl. projecting parts and controls 
Approx. 220 g (8 oz) 
not incl. batteries 

Weight 

supplied 
750hm coaxial cable with F-type connectors ....................... (1) 

............................................................... Antenna connector (1) 
Connecting cord (2 phono to 2 phono) .................................. (1) 
Connecting cord VK-1000T ( s t m  mini to stereo mini) ........( 1) 
Remote Commander RMT-148 with three size 

...................................................................... AA batteries (1) 

Design and specifications subject to change without notice. 



TROUBLE CHECKS 
If any difficulty should arise during operation, first check the power cord connection, then go through the following list. 
Should the difficulty persist, unplug the unit and contact your Sony dealer or local authorized Sony service facility. 

a 

symptom 
The POWER switch does not function. 

The power is turned on, but the unit does 
not operate. 

The clock has stopped and "Su AM 
12XIO" is blinking. 

- 
Clock setting cannot be made. 

Timer setting cannot be made. 

TV program is not clearly displayed on 
the T" screen. 

Stereo programs are heard in monaural. 

No picture on the N screen during 
recording or playback 

Picture being recorded cannot be 
monitored on the N screen. 

Noisy picture 

The playback picture is not clear. 

The picture moves vettically in Betascan 
or Beta Skipscan mode 

The picture is distorted in lk or 1110 speed 
playback mode. 

Noise band in the slow motion picture, 
stopaction advance picture, or freeze 
picture. 

Distorted or noisy swnd 

Sound dropouts of a Beta hi-fi recorded 
tape 

I 

I 
I 

I 

Possible caus& and cormtiom 

The recorder is in the timer standby mode. 
Press TIMER REC. 

The safty device on the unit has activated. Turn the power off, 
disconnect the power cord from the wall outlet and leave the unit 
for more than one minute. 

There has been a power interruption. 
Reset the date, clock time and timer settings. 

The unit is set to title insert mode ('7 INSEW' is displayed in 
the display window.) Press DATA SCREEN. 

The date and clock are not set. 
The timer cannot be set during recording. 

The channel for video recorder is not correctly tuned on the 
TV receiver. 
The TV signal is weak. Adjust the direction of the antenna. 
The AC power cord of the recorder is disconnected. 

AUTO STEREO is set to OFF. 
AUDIO MONITOR (STEREOIUR) is set to L or R. 

The TV's channel is not set to that preset for the video recorder. 

Press TVNTR so that the VTR indicator appears in the window. 

The video heads may be contaminated. Clean the heads using 
the Sony L-25CL video head cleaning cassette. For details on 
cleaning, refer to the instructions furnished with the cleaning 
cassette. 
If the L-25CL cleaning cassette is not available in your area, have 
the heads cleaned at the nearest Sony service facility. 

Check the SUPER BETA switch. 
MPX FILTER is set to PCM. 
Adjust NORMAL or SLOW TRACKING. 
Adjust SHARPNESS. 

Adjust the vertical hold control on the TY or color monitor. 

Set to normal playback mode, press bl4 and x Ik or 7/10 again. 

Adjust SLOW TRACKING to move it. 

Recording level was not properly adjusted. 

The tape is defective. Use a new video cassette tape. 
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I Set PlOiRllAL AUDIO to W. To Ilden to ths, SAP, set AUMO 
MQMTMQ (ObFTA HWMWNORM) to NORM. I 

DB'FAIjCREEN. 
DATASCRmJksett~OFFmode~PressR~n.  
The TV a mkx m l t a r  is mnecZed bo the UNE iaeks. 


